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IMPORTANT TO MAINE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Tiie recent appointment of Sena
tor Ralph L. Cooper of Belfast as
regional director of public works for
all New England ls hailed with much
satisfaction ln this State which sees
the Importance of having “a friend
at court.” Mr Cooper is one of the
few Democrats in the Maine Senate.

Subecrtptlona *3 00 per year payable ln
advance; single coplea three centa.
Advertizing ratea baaed upon circula
tion and very reaaonable.
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•» Every freah acquirement la an- ♦
» other remedy againstaffliction ♦

♦ and time.—Wlllmott.
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the residence of the late Mrs. Emma Frohock

“SCIENTIFIC CHIROPRACTIC CORRECTLY
APPLIED”

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
ROCKLAND'S CHIROPRACTOR
By Appointment—Same Telephone Number 1163
CHIROPRACTIC MEANS DRUGLESS HEALING

90-91

PLAY GOLF AT
THE SAMOSET
ROCKLAND BREAKWATER

GREENS FEE
$1.50
Swim in Our
SALT WATER POOL
75c
80Th&S-tf

A NEW PLAY
By Adelyn Bushnell and Rita Creighton Smith

INTUITION

I

with

MARSHALL
BRADFORD

ADELYN
BUSHNELL
Supported By

LOIS PIERCY AND A SPLENDID CAST

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
TUESDAY, AUGUST 1
Auspices Thomaston Public Library

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
THURSDAY, AUGUST 3
Auspices Camden Rotary Club

Checked at McDonald's Drug Store. Thomaston
and at Chandler’s Pharmacy, Camden

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let ns show you the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize ln Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coders, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, Ire Cream Cabinets.
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
75-90

QUAKER STAGES BUS
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
(Special) Leaves Rorkland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00

FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
89-91

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO., Inc.
Rockland. Maine
DAILY PLANE SERVICE TO ISLANDS
NEW RATES AND SCHEDULE
EFFECTIVE AUGUST FIRST
5.00 P.. M.
LEAVE ROCKLAND 7.00 A. M.
12.00 NOON
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
LEAVE VINALHAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
8.00 A. M.
1.00 P. M.
5.15 P. M.
RATES
One Way Round Trip Special
$3.00
$ 1O.(HI
$2.00
Rorkland In Vtnalhavrn
10.00
3.00
Rorkland to North Haven .. . ................ 2.00
18.(01
9.00
............... 5.00
Rorkland to Stonington
15.00
9.00
...............
5.0(1
Rockland to Ixlrsboro
12.00
3.00
Vinalhaven to North Haven ................ 1.50
3.00
12.00
North Haven to Vinalhaven . ...............
1.50
18.00
4.00
7.00
Vinalhaven to Stonington ....
4.00
7.00
18.00
North Haven to Stonington
Round Trip Tickets Must Be Used Same Day
Other stops ln conjunction with the regular run
1 pass.
2 pass.
3 pass.
each
each
$10.00
$4.00
$5.00
4.00
6.00
4.00
Rockland to Isle au Haut ..... ..........
4.00
3.00
4.00
Rockland to Earle Island ... . .........
Charter trips can be arranged between regular trips to other points
at the rate of $45.00 per hour
87-90
t

THREE CENTS A COPY

LOBSTERMEN TO ORGANIZE

Volume 88.................... Number 90

AN AFTERNOON OF BEAUTY

Stonington Lions Club Has Field Day and Hears Reassuring And Will Figure In Code Which Name# Twenty-three Cents Garden Club Holds Its Largest Meeting At Mrs. Fuller’s
Home—Mrs. Benedict Guest Speaker
Speeches From Big Guns
As Minimum Price For Their Product
[By Gladys Morgan]
clear glass containers. If the stems
Ernest support of a suspension can count on the support of the
Seventy or more bronzed toilers i ganization. and made his opinio i
not cling to form thc desired line
bridge connecting Deer Isle with Governor and myself and Congress who seek a livelihood tn the lobster very plain that it was up to the fish
The July meeting of the Oarden do
or arrangement, place several glass
the mainland was promised by Gov. man Moran."
Industry foregathered ln the dining ermen to fight effectively tn a body Club Wednesday afternoon at thc marbles in the vase—they will serve
Brann, and Congressmen Utterback
In a brief address Congressman
of Bangor. Moran of Rockland in ad Moran told of the work he had been hall at The Thorndike Thursday | rather than to content themselves home of Mrs. W. O. Fuller, was an the purpose and also add a touch
dresses Wednesday afternoon at a doing in Washington to protect afternoon and voted unanimously with individual effort which got no outstanding interest and success, of delightful color, and are much
largely attended field day held under Maine fisheries and the Maine gran to organize under the Industrial code where.
due to the presence, as guest speak more artistic than the much used
the auspices of the Stonington ite industry.
act. concerning which one now hears
"It ought not to be necessary for er, of Mrs. A. R. Benedict of New flower holder of glass or ware A
clever holder for opaque containers
Lions Club at Fred Williams' Open
you to go through the rapids the Jersey and Medomak, an authority was shown—the Daisy holder. Mrs.
"I have insisted." he said. "that, so much throughout the nation.
Harbor Camp, West Stonington.
every Federal building erected In
on
flower
arrangement
and
a
promiwrong
way,"
was
one
of
hls
epigrams.
Benedict also showed how the cut
This action followed an extended
Gov. Brann declared that the pro Maine be built of Maine granite.
meeting was presided over by nIent’ *’Kure ln gardfn cIub octlvt- stems of golden rod or some other
posed bridge which would open up We don’t want any more public explanation of the code by Repre „ The
„
, I ties. There were 72 members and common wild flower may be cut in
approximately 120 square miles of buildings built of Indiana limestone sentative Moran, through whose ef H. D Crie. commissioner of sea and
u present, ,t
onp of thp
new territory to summer business, is which chips easily and is unable to forts largely, the. lobster industry shore fisheries who paid a high com- lagest meetings since organization., up and down clumps and placed in
vases to hold flowers in place. This
right in line wfth Maine's policy for Stand weather. It must be good old
was included in its provisions. Mr. pliment to the work which Repre-) From the introduction of Mrs. Ls parUcularly helpful when only a
development of its natural resources Maine granite or nothing at all.
-----—
—
—
-----------—
---Z7T7T
------>
Benedict
It
was
learned
that
she
has
few blooms are used.
Moran made a strong appeal for or
for national recreation purposes.
(Continued on Page Eight)
| ]ove(j and arranged flowers all her
In response to the requests of
"Under the new code, we're going
He declared that if Stonington and
life.
Through
this
talent,
developed
-----------------------------------------------many club mehmbers. the arrange
Hancock County as a whole would to get adequate protection against
AT “STRUGGLE-INN”
THF
by
study
research,
she was
inc WORK
WLZIMS. GOFS
LlUILj ON
V71N
drawn
inU)and
pubhc
nfp abQut
flvp ments demonstrated by Mrs. Bene
get whole he&ftedly behind the the invasion of foreign imports in
dict are detailed here:
bridge project he would do his ut compet.ition with our fisheries."
..
_
. .
c
years ago when the New York ofPaul scarlet roses in a round glass
The Governor and the two con W here Posies Bloom By H un- Ivirs. Wilson rurnisnes bum- ncials enlisted her services she is
most to get Federal aid for the proj
containers, shaped much like a gold
gressmen spoke from the porch of
ect through the public works act.
rv
•
l_l_ a member of the Federated Oarden fish bowl. Comparing effective ar
dreds, and Practical Vege
"Only Monday," he said, "I was the Ocean View House and were in
mer Diversion I or Her clubs of New York and of the Old rangements with artistic, she added
talking wfth President Roosevelt troduced bj- Frank Maguire, a promi
| Bristol Garden Club of Damaris blue delphinium to the roses. Pink
tables Flourish
Boys’ and Girls' Club
about Maine and its marvelous nent member of the Stonington
cotta. She made all the flower ai- ramblers were arranged in a beau
natural resources. The President Lions Club. The Governor and
------I rangements in Portland that were tiful vase of light blue glass and
Just now' a frequently heard re
said to me 'Governor Brann. Maine Congressman Moran reached Ston
That thc excellent work accom- used in the Judge's course conduct- silver brought recently from Ger
has the finest seacoast in the world ington from Rockland via a fast mark from persons having flower
many by Mrs. Benedict.
and its possibilities as a national rec speed boat. They were accompanied gardens is that it is "between hay and plished by the Boys' and Girls' Serv- |
Monkshood in chubby round brown
reation area are virtually unlimited.’ by Capt. Richard F Saville. former grass" as many of the showy peren ice Club of rrillson avenue during the I
container, then adding snapdrag
winter months has not ceased is plain"But this great heritage that we president of the Rockland Lions
ons In shades of deep red and car
have been blessed with must be de Club. Charles M Richardson. Mayor nials have gone by and the full bloom ly shown in the club room recently
'Vtfe mine. For an added touch pansies
veloped if wc are to get the most of Rockland; Charles H. Berry and of annuals has not yet arrived. But
shades of bronze-brown.
► 'V -rVout of the great future of the State Capt. John O. Snow, all of Rockland a look around the premises of E. A. established at the home of Mrs. Jennie j
Feverfew and white perennial
Allen
Wilson
which
is
providing
rccre!
of Maine. The state must work as a
In attendance was a large delega
sweet
peas were arranged in a ruby
whole for a common end, and this tion from Bangor, headed by Or. Dean (genial proprietor of Struggle- ation and amusement for the young j
red glass container fashioned on
Inn
at
The
Highlands)
would
con

proposed bridge is one of the strong and Mrs. Herbert E. Thompson. Mr
members during the summer. Thebeautiful lines. Particularly appro
links In the development. There |and Mrs. Clare J. Herbert. Dr. and vince that such a statement in hls case
priate for church arrangements. To
room,
which
adjoins
Mrs.
Wilson
’
s
will be only one assenting voice Mrs. S. N Marsh, and Mr. and Mrs. would be amiss. His land, which
give character a few single red
dwelling,
has
been
made
attractive
against the bridge project, and that Maurice C. Orbeton. Dr Thompson
dahlias were added. The same white
will come from the man who oper is president of the Bangor-Brewer stretches bock to Achorn cemetery, with window draperies, pieces of fur-I'
flowers were arranged with blue
Lions Club; Mr. Herbert, ls secretary seems to be a mass of bloom, and a niture, shelves for books, etc.
ates the ferry.”
“
delphinium and corn flowers ln a
Congressman Utterback declared of the Bangor Lions Club and also casual glance here and there picked
plain glass vase.
Books, magazines, puzzles, games,
that a portion of the fifteen million of the district; Dr. Marsh is deputy out these various flowers in all thelr
An oblong green basket filled with
toys and sewing materials are pro
dollars set aside for Maine for pub district governor and Maurice Or summer beauty.
mass and stems had an arrangelic works should be available for the beton is district governor.
vided. and not an afternoon or eve>f orchid double popples.
Regal lilies, rambler roses (crim
The Castine delegation was headed
bridge project.
Calendulas were effective in a pot
i ning goes by without 12 or 15 boys and she has named "Summer's Nest,"
“The proposed bridge.” he said by W. H Hooper, regional chairman son. pink and white), nasturtiums,
Cornflowers and
I girls gathering there. It has definite- she has two acres of annuals under tery pitcher.
"should easily come within the pro of Lhe district.
carnations, gladioli, calendulas, gall- I ly promoted an Interest ln reading, cultivation She raises them much mignonette were added. Mrs Bene
vision of thc public works act as it.
grading the Stonington delegation
,
a_
one
vegetables—-the fiords dict remarked that pottery pitchers
would be self sustaining from tolls were James Stinson, president, Dr. lardia. alyssum. petunias, pansies, while many of, az.
thc girls are showing, a^p pi0Ug^ed in furrows and the lend themselves artistically to many
and would constitute a business L. G. Tewksbury. Dr. B. L. Noyes, tuberose begonias, geraniums, frunka
flowers.
proposition Your bridge must come George Noyes. Howard Noyes. Jewett lUIies, mallows, annual chrysanthe enthusiasm for sewing patchwork seed dropped When in bloom pail
She showed a natural arrange
through Federal assistance and you Noyes. Fred Williams Harry Buxton. mums, spirea (Anthony waterer and The parents are showing their co- after pail may be cut with no vlsi- ment of corn flowers In shades of
operation
and
interest
In
many
ways.
ble
decrease
“
L
0
??
bl
°°
m
,
h
Harold Small. Ray Small. Oordon pinks), snapdragons, violas. Shasta
,,,
.
tended an invitation to the Rock- blue, white, rose and purple in
McKay. A. Cressey Morrison.
and even calling for reading material tand club mPmbers to
her guests a gloss vase. Then explaining that
daisies,
mountain
daisies.
LondonsRepresenting Belfast were: Dr
themselves.
when her annuals arc In the per- corn flowers should not be grouped
and Mrs. Larrabee. H. C. Buzcell. pride. ageratum. mullen pink, fever
Gifts of books and magazines, both feet Ion of thelr bloom—thc very last promiscuously as to color, but
Thomas McDonald and John Fogg.
should be graded by color, she gave
few. coreopsis, delphinium, etc., not to for children and adults, as well as °f
°r early ln September,
Music was furnished by the Vinal
such an arrangement in a flaring
mention
the
unusual
and
dainty
haven band of 18 pieces, with J. W
puzzles, games, toys, material Ior
A Charming Speaker
white 'vase, bringing out the full
plants
and
blooms
seen
in
the
four
Kittredge leader.
patchwork pieces will be most grate- i Mrs Benedict is a most charm- beauty of the humble flower. An ar
Oppo Ite Strand Theatre
Stonington was elaborately deco rock gardens which his grounds boast fullv received A few more nieces ol I ing and magnectlc •Pe*ker. She rangement was also made ln a brown
At various points the practical in tuil> received. A tew more pieces o. gavp y^y^je suggestions for con- pottery jar.
Don't Wear An Old Drooping Hat rated in honor of Oov. Brann. Upon
his arrival at. the Stonington wharf termingles with the beauty of bloom, furniture, such as chairs, tables and ducting flower shows, and gradualVari-colored pansies were shown
When You Can Have Yours
I he was greeted bv Frank Maguire
book shelves or cases, would not be | ly worked into the subject closest to In a quaint squat pottery Jar. Yel
, and transported in Mr. Magure's for there are lettuce, parsley, cabbage, amiss. The children often express her heart—flower arrangement. She I low pansies were arranged in a diCleaned and Blocked
automobile to Fred Williams' Open turnips, tomatoes, and other vege ...
, , ,
,
I told of the Japanese who are most mlnutive •
------ -•
— ----bronze
glass
vase 8he
arrangement and also showed how pansies lose thelr
Harbor Camp where he was given a tables, both as seedlings and as grow their gratefulness to everyone who art!st,c ,n
great ovation by some 500 Lions and ing plants. The regal Hllies are of has aided in making their lives hap- who have three pointe to which beauty when displayed in a deco
i their friends assembled. The first
pier and fuller.
) they closely adhere—earth, man and rated vase.
90Th-tf
i event on the program was a series especial beauty, some stocks bearing
For an arrangement appropriate
A gift awhile back of $50, collected heaven Thelr arrangements are
of sporting events which included a as many as six blooms of rare size.
.k
....
k ,.,k ,
entirely poetical, yet of markedslm- for clubs, lobbies or some large pub
throuRh
the
activity
of
Frank
Wheeler
pl
,
cU
/
^
py
hoId
onP
thought
rolling pin throwing contest by the Thelr fragrance is thrown out on the
lic room, she showed a combination
____ loosestrife (a wild flower)
ladies, sack race for men and air for a long way. Rambler roses has been placed in the bank for future i that flowers should reach the soul. of_ yellow
uses of the club. This gift which came \ Among the miscellaneous instruc- and rcd bee balm in a large flat
women, a baseball game by the men:
grow
in
different
parts
of
the
ground,
horse shoe pitching and various
as a surprise brought great Joy to tlons were these: Use plain cantalnof dull mottled gray-blue and
LOW FARES BY BUS
other exhibitions of physical prow one section of trellis bearing the three .. .....
k , k .... I ers for flowers as decorated vases'
rosp
TWO TRIPS DAILY
ess. after which they all assembled colors crimson, pink and white, grow- Mrs. Wilson who Ls heart and soul ln and holders distract. Ferns and, Onp 0{ the mostbeautiful and
6.30 A. M. and 2 00 P. M.
one of the best bits of welfare work grasses call for decorated contain- striking arrangements was that of
at the bake, the menu of which in‘ i ing ln great profusion.
i Standard Tlmei
eluded lobsters, clams potatoes
ever done in this city.
era, however Roses should always testeceum lilies from thc gardens of
Mr. and Mrs. Dean enjoy having
BE SURE YOU'RE SAFE
randwiches. coffee, doughnuts and
____________
be shown tn glass or silver.
the Misses Burpee.
The bulbs of
Regard should be given the stem —--------------------- —----- Ride Only in Buses Operating cold drinks, which was voted to be callers and are never too busy but
(Continued on Page Seven)
Under Railroad Standards of I one of the finest bakes ever held in that they can go about with people THE NEW COMMANDER line when flowers are arranged in
I this vicinity. Congratulations were
Safety and Responsibility.
and
explain
the
different
flowers
and
heapeW ujxrn the bake committee,
will be pushed until the last of Sep
Ensign Larcombe, Salvation
AT JEFFERSON CAMP
tember, which is as late as it is wise
which included John Dunton. Oeorgi plants.
to carry lt on. From then until the
H Noyes and Arthur Spofford
Army
Leader, College
89-90
j “Civies" Will Fight Blister end of the enlistment period the men
TARRING IS OVER
Graduate, Rotarian and
will be engaged in gypsy, brown tail
There will 1*' a special showing
Scourge — Affects Knox moth and tent caterpillar work, as
and sale of Marinette Knit suits and
Mason
well as roadside fire protection
dresses. New fall models at Fuller- And thc Knox County High
County Territory
The men of the Jefferson camp ar»
Cobb-Davis. Thursday Aug. 3. sec
Major
and
Mrs.
Charles
Wiseman
all World War veterans They work
ways Are Very Fair, Su
ond floor. Special orders taken —
Forest
Commissioner
Vlles
Ls
comfor eight hours per day. In this the
i of Old Orchard. Maine will be the
adv.
90-91
pervisor Washburn Thinks special leaders in thc Salvation Army I PleUng plans for the work of the time ls counted from when they leave
hall. They have had experience in | members of the Jefferson C. C C camp ln the morning until they reTeacher of Violin
with the camp at. ‘urn at night. This, of course, is no
Tarring operations in Knox Coun all branches of Salvation Army work .As Is being done
.
..
... different from the practice which
Pupil of Best Masters in Europe
ty are completed for the present and have served 38 years as success Lewsiton and some other pointe In prpva„g ,n lhp other camps throughand America
season, this preservative having been
the State, this crew will be employed out the 8tate. It makes little differWIII teach in Rorkland each
applied to 16 miles of road. This ful leaders, thelr last appointment In white pine blister rust eradication ence when the location of the work is
being
the
Argonne
Hotel,
a
Salvation
work
is
under
the
direction
of
W
Wednesday, at
ln close proximity to the camp, but
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC C. Washburn. State supervisor of Army Hotel In Boston. They arc now in the towns within a radius of 25 when
it gets out to the extremes of
DR. BARTLETT'S OFFICE
roads for Knox County, who haa retired and living ln O'd Orchaid miles of the camp. This takes In a the radius, 25 miles from the camp It
SATURDAY, JULY 29
41 Limerock Slreet. Rorkland
charge of all State aid, third class Major and Mrs Wiseman sent the wide area; practically all of Knox reduces the actual working hours to
90*lt
ftClt&37S90
and special resolve roads—in fact all
County, a considerable portion of about six per day, as It requires about
branches of the service except con new officers, Ensign and Mrs. Lar
an hour in the morning for the trucks
combe, Into the work 13 years ago Lincoln and Waldo.
struction of State highway.
to transport the men to work and the
------------- :------------------------ ?nr“
The
white
pine
blister
rust
work
“
Knox
County
roads
are
now
in
Major Wiseman will introduce the
AS A TREAT TO THE FAMILY
same length of time to return them
very fair condition," Mr. Washburn new leader for thc work in Rockland
TRY
to camp at night. The men work
said in reply to The Courier-Ga
but five days a week, so that they
and vicinity. Ensign and Mrs. B.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
JAY’S HOME ROASTED zette’s Inquiry.
get in. actually, under those condi
In Friendship all of the gravel Larcombe have commanded several
but 30 hours of work per week
roads have been tarred except for a Corps in New England, New York and Adopted by Knox Memorial Asao- tions,
Under the arrangement of these
distance of one mile Dust has.been New Jersey and have had consider- | ciatlon In Memory of Cyrus II. K. eampa in Maine, there Ls a bit of
banished on all of Owl's Head’s fine able experience in church work, the i Curtis
Specialize en Chimes and French
overlapping ln territories, so that
Special
for
Saturday
17c
lb
roads, one and one-half miles have
Cloaks
ensign being pastor pro-tern of thc I Whereas, the Knox Memorial Assocla- when the crews of those areas have
been
tarred
in
Warren
village
and
All Work Guaranteed
cleaned up there will be a continuous
a mile of road in Clark Island has flrst Baptist Church in Barre. Vt. for !
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
stretch of cleared area for many
been
tarred.
over
a
year;
also
supplying
all
the
Cyrus
H
K
Curtis,
and
it
desires
to
Jeweler
miles, rather than a patch here and
Mr.
Washburn
with
an
eye
con

CONFECTIONER
other
church
pulpits
as
occasions
de^to'^.^b^no/M^moV.rr
Now located at
there.
stantly
on
chances
for
improvement
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
Formerly Fred Tripp's Food Shop
manded. Ensign Larcombe ls a Ro- , "|ble bv advancing »ioi.ooo to build and
in
the
highway
system
with
which
equip the building, thua giving Maine
404 Main Street
Rorkland
he is concerned is much interested in tariaq, having been a member both Its outstanding Historic shrine. The YOUR FAVORITE POEM
having the criss-crass taken out of in Barre four years, and ln his re Association also desires to pay tribute
the splendid qualities of manhood
Route 1 where you go from Broad cent appointment at Haverhill, Mass. to
and the high ideals that governed Mr
If I had to live my life again I would
way
to
Birch
street
and
vice
versa
Ensign
Larcombe
Is
a
college
gradu

Curtis through hls long and eventful have made a rule to read some poetry
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Strangers are naturally puzzled by ate, a Mason, and plays several musi life.
He remains outstanding and and llxten to aome music at least once
unique as a National figure In all that a week The loss of these tastes Is a
this blind Junction, and the Alling cal instruments.
Is best In American manhood. Hls loss
station there resolves itself Into an
Ensign Larcombe came to this In a National calamity and hla place loss of happiness. Charles Darwin.
JEFFERSON—ON DAMARISCOTTA LAKE
information bureau. Mr Washburn country from Great Britain ln 1920 cannot readily be filled He Is a worthy
GOLDEN HOUR
WE INVITE YOU TO TRY OUR DELICIOUS 40 CENT DINNER
would like to see the road built di becoming a naturallzrd citizen in 1927 example of the best that thin land of
He status that if hr the free and the home of the brave can This Is the one enchanted minute.
EMERY OGILVIE, Manager
90*lt-S99
agonally to connect Broadway and in Connecticut
r VUUl' 4 He/lafrs,alJ
produce from humble surroundings and All the year’s golden meaning In It;
Birch street, and this would certain can be of service to Rockland and place in the seats of the mighty. Hls Her full fruition and her flower
ly improve the situation lf it can be surrounding cities, he will be very i life should be and Is a model from Rained like a golden Danae shower.
*
! which the ambitious youth of the
done without, prohibitive land dam glad to do SO.
In connection with the chan ire nf futur® can bul,d and advance to the The hours run golden In the glass.
age.
C w. wit
n .« Cungf 01 d‘«c«lt *oal of *’iccessful achievement. The hours shake gold-dust on the grass.
Mr. Washburn still treasures some Officers MLSS Wilma ClirtLs has been ; The Association cherishes hls memory Where meadows late were brown and
fine photos of the Vlnalhavcn-North appointed to assist Ensign and Mrs and delights in the recollection of hls
grey.
Haven forest fire which he took larcombe in Rockland and surround friendly contact ln all Its Important This ls the kingcup's hollday.
It pledges Its best efforts to
while flying over thc zone with hls ing territory with relief work and functions
sustain this splendid memorial which The fortunate road runs white, unrolled
friend Stanley C. Boynton.
soliciting. Miss Curtis has had con has been created by and through hls ’Twlxt ribbons of the purest gold
siderable experience in relief work, munificent generosity and confidently Traveller for Eldorado, ho!
and trustingly placed by him In our This Is the way that you must go
CAMDEN, ME.
also was a school teacher ln public safe
keeping. The flag on Montpelier’’
schools and mission schools in the has been displayed at half mast for Laburnum swings her golden chain;
South. Miss Curtis graduated from thirty days by order of the Board of Oold honeysucks by porch and pane
the New England Training School of Directors as a token of respect to Mr Will hoard thelr sweetest sweets until
memory.
The gold moon climbs the golden hill.
Boston. Miss Curtis ls a native of Curtis'
Therefore be It:
New Hampshire
Resolved. That the Knox Memorial Hear the enamoured nightingale
»
Ensign Larcombe will take care nf Association ln Its Annual meeting as Call over golden fields dew-pale.
sembled
on
Oeneral
Knox
’
s
birthday
In the enchanted dusk—oh. hear It!
$10 and $1 5 DRESSES, at ..................................... $7.75
sick calls at any time.
July 25. 1933. tender to the bereaved But ls It bird, or ls lt spirit?
The weekend services: Saturday— famlly of Cyrus H. K. Curtis. Its ten7 15 p. m., open air: 8 p. m.. Salvation derest sympathy, and as a further mark The wind ruffles the golden trees.
$4 and $6 DRESSES, at....................... 2.00 and 4-00
meeting; Sunday—10 a. m.. company of respect these resolutions are ordered And makes hls golden melodies
on the records, published ln The The dawn was golden and tbe close
meeting; 11, a. m., Holiness meeting; spread
Courier-Gazette, and a copy sent by Of evening made a golden rose.
$ 12.50 WHITE AND COLORED COATS, at 8.75
2.30 p. m., open air, Ingraham Hill; the Reco/ding Secretary to the family of
It Is the one enchanted hour.
! 6, p. m., Y P., open air; 6.30 p. m„ the deceased.
SIMON K. HART
When the year breaks to golden flower.
Knox Memorial Association
HATS marked to.................................. 1.00 and 2.00
MONUMENTS «-S-tf Young People’s Legion; 7.30 p m.,
Edward K. Oould,
The sands run ln the glass—tomorrow,
senior open air; 8 p m„ Salvation
Tomorow looms s golden sorrow.
W O. Puller.
53
Pleasant
St.
Rockland
Tel.
911M
90-91
1 meeting.
Committee.
—By Katharine Tynan.
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for 75c
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Maine Central Trans. Co.
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at Warren, Wednesday evening was
WEST ROCKPORT
WARREN
won by Warren, score, 10 -0.
Mrs. Charles Erickson and son
, Leonard Cousins received
, . a„ severe. . I Mrs. George Hamalalnen enterTHREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Albert T. Gould Gave Ro- Carl of North Warren and Mr. and ly bruised right arm last Saturday j tained the Tuesday Club at a picnic
Tenant's Harbor Man Com
Donald Kenniston and son of Union
while working on the road, a rock i parly Wednesday at the Pierce Farm
And all things whatsoever ye shall
mends Team In Spirit the Wallops St. George Team In Opener Of Second Half Of the
tarians Interesting New were dinner guests Sunday of Mr. dropping from the gas shovel, for where she u llvlng
ask in prayer, believing, ye shall re
and Mrs. Gordon Smith at East which Mr Cousins acts as tender. .
Other Towns Should FolTwilight League Season
Angles On the Subject
ceive.—Matt. 21:22.
Warren.
Mrs. Herman Godendorf. guest the
Mr- Kjrhuf?t0’1 S,bear and
.
Mrs. P. D. Starrett has as her past few weeks of Mrs. Delia Hayes IIron?
Yo"k clty motored 10 Bar
low
................
It is ever a privilege to listen to
guestsMrs. Isa Thayer of Brockton, and daughter Miss Marie Hayes, at iHal bor Thursday,
THE HOSPITAL SITUATION
This afternoon's game — Camden Icwell doubled and Ricker walked. one who speaks from the authority of
Mass ,and Mrs. Hattie Moody of the home of George Teague, returned
Mr. and Mrs. William Fogier and
Tenant's Harbor. July 27
With men on second and third Mer certain knowledge and lt was such a , Augusta.
at. Waldoboro.
Wednesday to Charlestown. Mass . ln s011 of Philadelphia are guests of Mr.
That was a very pretty incident, j To Sports Editor of Courier-Gazette:
Sunday afternoon's game—Thom rill, a new man in the Rockland pleasure enjoyed yesterday by the RoRev. H. I. Holt will speak on i! company with her husband, Mr. Go- \ Pogler's mother Mrs. M. A Fogler
As one of the "Pans'' who has fol aston at Rockland.
lineup, made a fine running catch tary Club when Albert T. Gould of j "Voices of the Past and Present." 1 dendorf, who had’ come down for her. i and sister Mary. They motored to
narrated in in the previous issue of
• • • •
of M. Simmons high fly near the Thomaston and Boston gave an ad- at the Sunday morning service at thc
At the next regular meeting of the : Pemaquld Thursday for a picnic.
this paper, of the gifts of fresh vege lowed with pleasure the games in the
Twilight League. I am wondering if
right fleld foul mark.
dress on Labrador His keen interest' Congregational Church. As a special Woman's Club. Aug. 1, there will bs ( Elsie Hinckley of Whitman, Mass,
Next Week's Games
tables, etc., to the local hospital, the rank and file of the citizens of
Those were the only Innings in in the great northern territory I feature. Miss Chafjy.te Armstrong a flower exhibit on a small scale with was recently guest of Mrs. S. Joseph
Monday—Waldoboro vs. Thomas which the St. George swatters could coupled with an intensive study of its , of Somerville. Mass, and Raleigh,
donations from citizens of public St. Oeorge and the other communities
a blue ribbon award for the best bou- , Andrews,
ton at Community Park.
make a dent in Chummy Gray'* problems combined to make a talk of j n. C., will render several violin se qet of mixed flowers, and a red ribbon
spirit, with a Just sense of the dire represented in the league really ap
Mrs. Mae Hicks of Dexter and Mr.
Tuesday—St. George at Rockland. armor. The Rockland southpaw was abiding Interest.
preciate the team that has just won
lections.
for the second best. Similar awards jand Mrs. Clair Willey of Clink i
need in which the hospital stands for the pennant for the first round.
Wednesday—Rockland at Waldo tn splendid .form, and the visitors
In opening he recalled the adven
Mrs. Willard Hall was called sud will go for the best single flower in were callers in town Sunday.
every form of assistance, small and
Here is a team from a compara boro.
never left the hollow of his hand. turous cruise of the Rockland schoon denly to Warren Highlands Wed vase, and also for bouquets of flowers
Mn M. J. Oxton who is with her
Thursday
—
St.
George
at
Camden
tively
small
town
which
plays
good
large. No secret is made of the fact,
He was encouraged in his fine show er Julia Decker with a group of Bow nesday afternoon to help her grand of the same variety: p blue ribbon son-in-law W N. Benner Jr. tn RockFriday—Camden at St. Oeorge.
ball,
which
is
made
up
of
good
sports,
ing by having a competent backstop doin students headed by the late Dr son Leonard, five-year-old son of Mr will be given for the rarest flower j land was at her home here Sunday.
by those charged with carrying on in
Saturday—Open date.
whose members do not pan each
like Gaul, whose throwing to bases Walter M, Spear bent on a scientific and Mrs. Chester Tracy, who suffered and so on. Judges of this exhibition 1 The Mission Circle met with Mrs.
effective manner the hospital affairs, other, no matter what happens, who
• • • b
was but one feature of his fine work study of the then little known Lab j sunstroke while berry picking with will be Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Mrs. Emma V. Leach Thursday afternoon
that the institution is facing a situa not only can take abuse from the
Rockland did terrible things to rador. A copy of Jonathan P. 1 other members of the family that Elizabeth Robinson, and Mrs. Mar
The League Standing
The Tuesday Club will meet next
tion that ls grave. Its cost of man crowd and like it, but also who take
Won Lost
PC. Simmons in the eighth inning, sin Gilley’s "Bowdoin Boys in Labrador" ! aftomoon. He remained uncon- garet Spear. Anyone is privileged week with Mrs. R. J. Heald.
the
decisions
of
the
umpire
as
given
!
scious
for
some
time,
De.
O.
F
gles
by
Gaul.
Chaples.
Gatti,
Og:er
lent
color
to
the
story
with
its
tale
of
Rcckland
........
1
0
1000
The Maine Blueberry Growers'
agement ln every department has
to enter whether club members or
or else have them changed for the St. George ___ ..1
1
500 and Fowler being supplemented by high adventure in the discovery of Cushing of Thomaston was called.
not. It is hoped that members who Association with headquarters at the
been pared to the extremist limits benefit of thelr opponents.
Mealey's
triple.
"Jeff"
had
already
Mrs.
Ada
Morse
Grose
entertained
Grand
Falls
and
naming
the
gorge
Thomaston ..... 0
0
000
have not paid their dues will do so Miller building here opened the sea
compatible with maintaining any de
Best of all the majority of the Waldoboro ...... 0
at a luncheon Tuesday at her sum at that time.
0
.000 singled and doubled, besides making for the college.
son's shipping activities officially this
gree of efficient service to the com playeis are native to the town and Camden ............ 0
mer
home
at
East
JVarren.
Mrs.
a
vest
pocket
catch
and
one
that
was
A
large
interest
naturally
at

1
.000
week. Although the local berrymen
• • • •
/rot
merely
here
for
the
summer.
A
•
•
•
•
au
natural.
Laura
Starrett,
Mrs.
Flora
Peabody.
taches these days to Cartwright where
have been shipping a few crates by
munity. The personnel is loyally word ought to be said for its mana
A
Distinguished
Visitor
Ogier maintained the fast pace he the Italian armada and the Lind Mrs Alice Mathews. Mrs. Nancy
boat for a week or two, the flrst truck
Rockland will play a number of ex-' I has
standing by at a scale of wages in ger. Ernest Rawley He is a man
The correspondent recently had an )oad jeft here ThUrs<jay night bound
been showing of late, with three berghs visited. Mr. Oould sees in this Clark, Mrs. Eleanor Barrett., Mrs.
, port with its splendid harbor the pos Evelyn Robinson and Mrs. Jessie interesting talk with Herman Goden- for
some instances running much below of his word and always acts like a hibition games this month by way,
Boston market. The berries
of interesting variety
Manager
year wm be hauled by truck ownthose rates which govern occupations gentleman. He has never claimed to Allen announces these engagements fielding play of the game, however, sibility of a great airport when the Walker. Contract bridge was played dorf who was a visitor here, and who ,
know more than his players about
is
deputy
warden
at
the
Charlestown
was a marvelous stop and throw by air liners run over the northern route in the afternoon.
[ ers ln this locality, several having
ln which no skill or training is de the game, but he does insist on good
Aug. 8—Augusta in Rockland.
Miss Blanche Allen of Boston is State Prison, having held that posi bought new trucks, among them
now being charted by Col. Lindbergh.
R.cker.
Aug. 19—Wa’.rrville in Rockland.
manded. The Courier-Gazette is team spirit and fair play Then the
This town is the seat of a Orenfell the guest of Mrs. Clarence Peabody. tion since 1915.
Mikko Lofman. Gustave Laine. HalTlie score:
Aug. 23—Rockland in Augusta.
The age of inmates there ranges ! ver Hart and others. Henry Kontio
officially charged with no announce "royal rooters" from this town, al
There will be an anthem by the
hotpital and wields a large influence.
Rockland
Aug. 27- Rockland in Waterville.
though hit very hard by the depres
The speaker told many interesting choir and other special music at the from 17 to 79 years and the average is manager this season and Miss Ber
ment in the connection, but it is in sion, set an example to emulate by
ab r bh tb po a
• • • •
stories of the quaint Col. Cartwright Sunday morning service at. the Bap age is 25 When asked if he did not nice Parker began work as bookkeepGatti, 3b
...... 5 2 2 2 0 2
position to know something of the those from the other localities on the
Everybody wanted to know the Mealey, cf
who gave the town its name, reflecting tist Church, and- Miss Charlotte think It too bad to put boys at that i er th(s week
J. Herbert Ward
________ conditions with which the hospital circuit.
pedigree of the two new players on Ogier, ss
the life of that section ln Revolution- Armstrong of Somerville, Mass . and tender age with older and more hard-I
• • • •
MfiRTP HAVFN
the Rockland team Thursday night Merrill, rf
ary days and reciting the doings of 1 Ralelgn, N. C., will favor with violin ened crimina's. Mr. Godendorf]
as a going Institution is compelled tc
I The Courier-Gazette very gladly
laughed and said, that it was the other j
INVJrx 1 n ri/A v l-i s
some "vlllians from New England on a solos at the evening service.
deal, and ventures to express the gives space to Mr. Ward's letter, and We might reply by saying that Gaul Fowler. If
,
x,
ls a Palermo blacksmith and ls high Oaul, c ......
Mrs. Flora Peabody and guest way around, the older ones learned I
raiding privateer.”
opinion that if son” organized group in addition to cordially endorsing its man on the barnyard golf team: that
Services will be held Sunday at the
Labrador is a country whose owner Miss Alice White of East Orland a lot from the younger ones. There Old
Stewart,
lb
Church
at
10
30
a.
m.
and
at
the
of citizens does not come to its relief, contents wishes that every town Merrill is a blueberry grower in Lib Chaples, 2b
ship is divided between New Found- were visitors overnight Wednesday are 9.00 in the prison and about 500
at
the
prison
farm
and
colony
at
Norj
village
church
at
7
30
p
m.
standard,
could
have
a
host
of
such
loyal
fol

erty
and
plays
on
the
village
croquet
at
the
home
of
Mr
and
Mrs
Edwin
land and Canada. A few years ago
and that speedily, there will be no lowers. The teams are all playing
Oray. p ....
I K**v
Rev. H. F. Huse will conduct both
team. But these would scarcely be
the Dominion offered $100,000,000 for Copeland ln Bath. Mtss White re folk, as compared with the 295 ln our j1 services.
39 11 1C 19 27 10
alternative but to close the hospital good amateur baseball, practically facts, and the sports editor is no',
the territory where a few years pre turned Thursday to her home at Maine institution, with but 25 of that |
SL
George
doors. Which would be a public without pay and deserve kind words knowingly publishing fiction. Gaul
number at the farm at South Warren.
ab r bh tb po A e viously $36 000.000 had been consid East Orland
and appreciation. With a little less is a Waterville student at Notre
ORFF’S CORNER
In the opinion of Mr Godendorf.,
Miss Edith French who has spent
ered exorbitant. This was due to the
calamity.
Ricker,
ss
.........
3
0
0
0
0
3
0
dissension and criticism we would Dame, and tnay be heard from on
the automciile and newspapers in- (
the
past
two
months
with
her
parents
discovery
of
the
extent
of
its
resources
have a nearly ideal league to take the the famous football team which that Davidson, lb .... 4 0 1 1 10 0 0 of lumber, minerals and more recent Mr. and Mrs. C. Lawrence French in creased crime, the desire for the for- [ Home Coming Sunday at the church
THOSE OLD CITY OFFICES
place of the semi-professional team college boosts. Merrill plays on the Archer, c ......... 4 0 0 0 3 1 0 ly large deposits of gold bearing ore Boston returned here last Saturday. mer overcoming the scruples of the 1 here ls July 30. FriencLs both old and
which left all of the competing towns Augusta Millionaires, and is said by M. Simmons. 2b.p 4 0 1 1 0 4 1 This is the country which Sir Wilfred
Mrs. Charles Wilson and sons young man until by getting away with I new and all who are interested as
The uncovering of a bit of the face in debt.—The Sports Editor!
some to be the outstanding school Westberg. p. 2b 4 0 2 2 4 1 0 Grenfell, a British Rotarian. has made Edward and Alfred came home a little he thinks he can a lot more, well as members and former resi
Whit.
’
3b
.........
.3
1
0
0
2
1
0
boy athlete in the State. It is
uum are cordially Invited to be presof what’ has for long years gone by
the scene of his life work since 1892. Tuesday from Seven Tree Pond and ln the latter, the publicity and i dents
hoped they will be seen often in Monaghan. If .....3 0 0 0 3 0 0 creations a new civilization through where they spent, the week at the details of the crime published for all j ent.
CAMDEN
the name of Berry block, and
I.
Simmons,
rf
....
4
0
1
2
2
0
0
to see and try their luck. To his * Recent callers at Percy Ludwig's
Rockland uniform. It would vastly
Lowell, cf .......... 4 0 12 10 0 the building of orphanages, hospitals, Clifford Mank cottage with Mr. and mind capital punishment is a deter- j were A E. Earle. Roscoe Haynes, pro
the revelation thereby of its upper
Mrs. Andrew Wilson and their
Miss Aldine Gilman of Cambridge increase local attendance at. the
schools and missions.
33
1
6
8
24
10
1
stories one time harboring the city is the guest of Miss Teresa F. Arau. games, to say nothing of Rockland's
Visiting Rotarians included Wil 1 granddaughter Patricia of Waldo- rent to crime. In discussing the men- | lessor of Bliss College; Mr and Mrs.
50000006 X—11
chance of landing better than fourth Rockland
tality of a criminal, the deputy war- j Roger Ludwig. Mrs. Susie Ludwig of
liam Cullen of Lewiston. Ralph Ro . boro.
officials, has revived some ancient Sea street.
St
Oeorge
000100000
—
1
Mr. and Mrs William Barrows re- den spoke of each one attributing Auburn and Mrs. Howard Ludwig and
Gerald Bowden is employed in the place.
memories. It was back in the early
Two-base hits. Mealey. I. Simmons, land of Hanover. N H , I R. Cutler of
• • • •
entertained Mr and Mrs. his sentence not to any wrong doing I son Vance of Wisconsin
Lowell. Three-base hit. Mealey Old Town, and Harold Nash and Joe , cently
'80s. in the block’s third story, which First National Store on Elm street.
Sherbourne Miller. Mrs J. C Miller. but to "hard luck." Strange as lt may
Rockland II, SL George 1
Brewster
of
Camden.
Dr
Ed
Plumer
T
C.
Henry's
Finnan
Haddie
won
Bases on balls, off Gray 3. off West
you reached by somewhat abrupt
A delightod crowd of local fans berg 2 Struck out, by Oray 8. 'jy of Union and Ensign Otis of this city ' Jr. and Mrs. Hattie Ellis of Med- seem to some, those sentenced to prison. Mr. Godendorf remarked that
the race of the HAJ boats which was
I ford. Mass, and Mrs. Fides of Orrs death, eat and sleep well Contrary he highly approved of the making of
flights of stairs, that there the two held Thursday at Camden. It was saw Manager Allen's rejuvenated Simmons 2. Hit by pitcher, Stewart were guests.
to many stories we read, when an number plates as lt furnished work
' Island.
Rockland
team
run
rough
shod
over
bodies of the city council held their | the final race of the first series,
Double play, Ogier. Chaples and
Herbert M. Walker and daughter electrocution occurs, there is no dim for many the year around, and that
the
St.
George
champions
in
the
ROCKVILLE
Stewart; M Simmons. White and
meetings. On the floor below you The second series of races will begin
Miss Alice Walker of Kansas City ming of lights in the death house, the they are at work on the 1934 plates
the first of August.
Davidson. Umpires. Woodlock and
at the present time.
encountered the offices of the city
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barrows and Mo., and Thomas Walker. Jr, of current for this being generated from
Williams. Scorer. Marsh.
The chauffeurs were defeated 14-13
• • • •
friends Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher of Manchester. N. H. are visiting Miss a dynamo separate from the regular
treasurer, and the school and other by American Legion in the game
Trips to the Century of Progress
Orace Walker
lights of the prison, and there is no
Newtonville, Mass, were at their sum I M.Mrs.
official heads, not to omit the police played at the trotting park grounds
SL George 5, Camden 1
Grace Campbell is receiving touching scene as depicted in movies Exposition at Chicago arranged. All
mer
home
from
last
Saturday
until
Stung by two successive defeats.
judge, before whose austere presence Wednesday night.
| treatment of Dr. Abbott in Portland of the agony of the men who see the expense, all details. Rail, water or
St. George went into last night's Tuesday.
Edward Blackington is employed
and staying at the Eastland Hotel one to die pass by, but that their at
the drunks of that free and easy
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Stanley and during the time.
game at Camden like a whirlwind,
at Brown's Market during the sum
tention is fully occupied by one of the bus. Maurice F. Lovejoy, Insurance.
period were marshalled—a process mer.
and swept the Megunticook tribe off daughter May of South Carver. Mass,
Phone 1060-J, Masonic Temple,
The ball game between the locals prison chaplains.
its feet in the first inning on sin were guests Sunday of Miss Olive of Waldoboro and Warren played
attended with the difficult negotia
In speaking of the industries at the Rockland.
Comique Theatre attractions Sat
70then72-S-tf
gles bv Davidson. Archer. M Sim Tolman.
tion of the stairs by the gentlemen urday: A double attraction, "Private
mons
and
White
coupled
with
an
in

Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
I.
Barrows
o'
brought from the police station for Jones" with Lee Tracy and "Broad
field error.
Rockland spent Monday evening with
way Bad" starring Joan Blondell and
It. was a great night for the dual his brother S. P. Barrows.
that purpose. John S. Case and Capt. Ricardo Cortez.
Monday: Clyde
voiced
who had„ been
George Gregory filled the mayor's Beatty, the greatest animal trainer
,
. Ricker,
,,
. Ii Miss May Emery who has been
thumped all over the lot ln Camden vlsitl
her sister Mrs R Tolman
chair, men of opposite political faith, ln the world ln "The Big Cage.”
the previous week, but who last for several days left this week for
Tickets are on sale for the concerts
but good citizens who zealously to be given in memory of the late
night held Camden to five scattered her new station in Washington She
singles. Bennett was touched up in is in government employ and for sev
guarded the public interests. The Cyrus H. K. Curtis. There are three
rather lively fashion throughout.
writer of these reminiscent lines in the series. The date of the first
eral years has been at Winthrop.
The game was marked by four Mass.
is
Aug.
8.
the
other
two
Aug.
18
and
enjoyed for a considerable part of
double
plays
some
of
which
were
28. at the Camden Opera House.
Miss Mabel Oxton is in Milton.
almost freaky in their character.
that period the office of city clerk, at These artists present the program
trieJ,
Archer appeared in a new role, Mass, visiting her sister, Mrs. Jesse
the not extravagant yearly salary of Mme Lea Luboshutz. violin; Mme
that of second baseman, and ac Kellar.
Isabella
Vengerova,
piano;
Felix
8125, which was much in line with
Mrs. pula Marshall has returned
quitted himself ln the same capa
Salmond, 'cello, and Boris Goldovsky,
other municipal expenditures. They piano, all instructors at the Curtis
ble manner that he does behind the from Portland.
Miss Jane Bronkie who has been If
bat. It takes more than a Men
were slow times, as viewed by the Institute of Music in Philadelphia
“Simmy" did his level best,
delssohn wedding march to disturb with tonsilitis is able to be out again
F Forcheimer of Pittsburgh who
was "Rockland night"
modern eye, but Rockland went very
As one glances at the flower gar
that lad. Incidentally he was high
well then. The public budget was has been visiting in town has re
man in the batting, although Low dens or has been keeping them under
turned home.
a small edition of what the present
A large crowd filled the Camden opening game of the new series, at ell's triple was the longest clout of a watchful eye for the past few weeks
they can only be convinced that it is
time has to deal with, merchants and Opera House Thursday night to see Community Park. Thnr'dav night the game.
Feature plays included Joe Leon- a month of roses. This village can
It was not the first time that the
manufacturers prospered, and the the play "Henry's Wedding" present locals have triumphed over their ard's one-hand catch of Davidson's well boast of some beautiful climbing
ed by the Camden-Rockport Lions
schools turned out a satisfactory Club.
bete noir, but the times have not fly. and Greenlaw's one-hand catch roses, both red aqjj. pink ramblers,
brand of incipient citizens.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Harold Stevenson of been many, and certainly there have of Lowell's fly after a hard run. which motorists passing along the
Rockland. Mass., are guests of his not. been many occasions when they Lord and Whito did some fine work highway must appreciate. These
climbers seem to have larger, heavier
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Steven so completely overshadowed the around third sack The score;
NEWSPAPER SCREAM LINE
SL George
clusters of bloom than is usual, and
doughty team from Tenant’s Harbor
son.
ab r h 0 a e display a picture as they cover the
During the progress of the game
Mr and Mrs. John L. Sullivan of
We never have been over-much Chicago are guests of Mr. and Mrs St. George was presented with a Ricker, p ........... . 5 0 2 2 0 1 trellises to the eaves that calls forth
cash prize of $55 for winning the Davidson, lb ..... . 5 1 2 11 1 0 words of admiration from flower
the exponent of the flaming newspa E Fritz. Washington street.
championship in the first half of Archer. 2b ......... . 5 2 3 3 4 0 lovers. Lilies, also, seem to be most
The
town's
tax
rate
has
been
re

per headline. Readers of these pages
t.he split season. The same donor, M Simmons, ss . .. 5 1 1 1 1 0 luxuriant this year, regal lilies par
duced
two
mills
and
is
r.ow
$41
on
are invited to have its news presented
$1000 The assessors’ books show whose identity will not be Revealed Westberg. c ....... .. 5 0 1 43 0 00 ticularly. E H Perry has a regal
2
lily with six stalks from one bulb
4 1 2
under captions which do not too vio these interesting figures:
until the close of the season, offers White. 3b
.. 4 0 0 1 0 0 planted bearing 55 large and beau
Real estate, resident. $2,451,462; a similar prize to thc champion of Monaghan. If
lently thunder in the ear. The huge
4 0 1 1) 0 0 tiful blossoms with wonderful fra
I Simmons, rf .
type that spreads itself across the real estate, non-resident. $913,592: to the second half; also $55 which Lowell, cf ...........
4 0 2 2 0 0 grance.
will go to the team which appears
tal
real
estate.
$3,365,054;
personal
pages of some metropolitan con estate, resident. $376 767; personal to have worked the hardest and
41 5 14 27 8 1
Camden
temporaries may serve to excite the estate, non-resident, $194,533; total shown thc best sportsmanship,
WALDOBORO
ab r h 0 a e
interest of the public. Doubtless in personal estate, $571,300; grand total, though not winning. The second
.... 1 0 1 0 0 0
half champion is not also eligible to Mavhew. ss
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
cases it does. But the flair for huge $3 936.364:<otal value of land. $987,150; this prize. The presentation Thurs Talbot, If ..
1 0 0 0 1 0 Haskell I Fannie Burns) who resided [
total value of buildings, $2,377,904
0
1
0
1
0
2
Greenlaw.
If
....
ness sometimes loses the sense of
day night, was made by the sports
in this town for several years, were j
4 0 1 1 1 1 saddened to hear of their deaths
editor of The Courier-Gazette and Plaisted. 2b
proportion, the eye and the ear be
A CLOSE "FINNISH”
0
5
1
0
1
3
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Wadsworth.
gracefully accepted in behalf of the
which occurred within a week of each
come blunted with over-vocification.
4 II 0 7 1 0 other, at their home in Worcester,
■ team by its efficient manager, Er Thomas, c
and the reader, finding himself
.... 3 0 0 2 3 1 Mass.
Lord, 3b ....
T. C. Henry's Finnan Haddie was nest Rawley.
.... 3 0 0 2 1 0
roared at with respect to matters again the winner in Thursday's H A. J.
A horoscope would probably have Daly, cf .....
Eugene Munson of Medfield, Mass.,
3 1 1 1 2 1 and Miss Lillian Munson of Oakland.
in no way entitled to that distinction class, but had only 34 seconds to spare shown that the planets were out. of Leonard. If. SS ..
0
0
1
0
3
0
Bovnton.
rf
over Andy Hutchins’ boat. It was the
Calif., have been Decent guests at the
turns to it all a cool shoulder. We final race of the first series, and prizes place so far as the St. George Bennett, p
..... 2 0 0 0 1 0 Chute homestead.
pitchers were concerned, for Rock29 I 5 24 u 3
notice that over in Austria the gov will go to the holders of first and sec J land did an unheard of thing by
3 0 0 1 0 0 .1 00 06_—-5 Mrs. Ruth Cleveland, who has
ernment has ordered these banner ond places.
knocking Westberg out of the box it: St. George
0—1 been visUing Mrs. Clifford Swanson
0
0 1 0 0 0 00 o0 ftZl
Camden
No race is scheduled for next Mon
T is remarkable that a car of Oldsmobile’s price should offer such out
headlines reduced to such gentle
Three! has returned 10 Waltham, Mass. Mrs
Threehits,
Leonard.
Two-base
day but the second series will begin
Swanson is remaining with her
standing performance. Hundreds of people have said they would
manly proportions as will suit even on Thursday, Aug. 3
base
hits.
Lowell.
Base
on
balls,
off
,.
..
jankcAn
Thursday's
Bennet . 2. off Ricker 1. Struck out. ] fa^"'„"ed_J_ac,„. /,
the most modest publication. The summary:
rather drive an Oldsmohile than any other car in the world. Really, the
Preparations
for
the
cabaret
and
by Bennett 4, bv Ricker 3. Hit by
Course No. 11
screamers must modulate. Our own
new Oldsmobiles are far beyond the standards established for their
pitched ball, by Ricker iBennett). (supper for benefit of the Lincoln
Wind
SW.
Distance,
7\
miles
Government lias not yet ventured
Wild pitch, Ricker. Double plays, Home for the Aged are going rapidly
Totl. Pts
price field. In fact, they offer the same performance attributes that have
Archer to Davidson to White, Leon forward. The affair will take place
upon this detail of national over- Henry T. C.—124:03
in
Medomak
Athletic
hall,
Aug.
2.
caused
people to pay into the thousands for their cars. You can easily prove
ard to Wadsworth to Plaisted M.
sight, but doubtless it will get around Hutchins A—1.24:37,
Simmons to Archer. Umpires, Tal There will be two shows, from 6 to 8
to it in time. Wc dare to bring the Gribbel W. G—1.27:43,
this
for
yourself. Just drive a new Oldsmohile for a short distance—today!
, and 8 to 10, so those who do not get
bot and Pierce.
Ross—1.27:57,
to the supper at 6 o'clock will have
matter to its attention.
Hutchins, J. G —1.28:04,
An amazing book—“How to Test the Performance of a
‘the opportunity of attending the en
Orgood. A.—1.28:07,
WEST
SENNEBEC
Motor Car”—has been written by the testing engineers
tertainment
and
to
have
refresh

GETTING THE KIDNAPER
Watson. J.—1.28:35,
ments served if they wish. Those
at the General Motors Proving Ground. Witn this book,
Rcekland fans make the acquaint
Taylor. W—1.28:36.
Mrs. Clara Wentworth has received having the benefit in charge are hopyou
can judge any car's performance quickly and ac
ance
of
Bert
Woedlock,
Boston
Kansas City, with something of the Chase Joshua-1.28.52
! ports writer who has been umpir word of the death of her lifelong ing for a large patronage for a most
curately. It's frtt—and you have never seen anything
friend
Mrs.
Ida
Parke
of
Pasadena,
worthy
cause.
high spirit recalling its earlier his- Qood John_129:5i,
ing rinre he was knee high to a
like it!
Come in and get your free copy today.
Calif. Mrs. Parke had in recent years
The Sunny Side 4-H Club held its
tory, meets a country-wide situation Sailer. B—1.30:21,
grasshopper
It is unbiased . . . does not advertise Oldsmohile.
visited Mrs. Wentworth and was a meeting at the Band Stand Wedneswith the death penalty for a kid Borland, B—1.30:40.
lover of Maine, once remarking: “We J day afternoon with 11 members and'
All clostd models have the Fisher Ventilating System for year ’round comfort
naper. Walter McGee is the self- Chatfield, W H —1.30:42,
the first inning. Simmons, who suc know that the scenery of California j visitors present. The next meeting
Watson, A K.—1 33:32,
confessed criminal to come in for this |
• • • •
ceeded him yielded a hit. to Chummv is beautiful, but do you realize that j will be Aug 1 and sandwiches and
lemonade will be served.
piece of distinction, and the Missouri j The Camden team plays in Waldo- Gray before retiring the side, and Maine is even more beautiful.'
A
reader
asks:
Can
anyone
tell
us
the
home
team
found
itself
flve
iurv which dealt with him will be \ boro this afternoon. Manager Daley's
jury winu
|
. eoine strong right now and runs to the merry. Rockland was anything about the new visitors who
honored the country over. Tlie ou - (,tserve the support 0[ every loyal fan. not destined to score again until Its come in such large flocks and in such
last Inning, but. with those five tal friendly ways alight upon our build
come of this trial touches upon thc
----------------- ings and feel so free to swoop down
nation-wide crusade which is being
There will be a special showing lies in its hope chest did not feel upon our blueberry fields, and follow
especial concern.
and
sale
of
Marinette
Knit
suits
and
put' in operation against the kidnaper
And other rectal diseases
St. George's solitary marker was the rule to "eat what is set before
dresses. New fall models at Fullerand the racketeer. A Washington Cobb-Davis. Thursday Aug. 3. sec made by White, who had reached you and adk no questions?" We al
Treated Without Pain
despatch states that "President Roose ond floor. Special orders taken — first on a fielder's choice, and scored lude to the “Brown Birds" as we call
on I. Simmons' double. (The double them, for we have never noticed them
or Loss of Time
adv.
90-91
velt wlll announce within the next
was probably out of respect to that until lately. They are about as large
as
the
robin,
although
different
in
few days plans to cope with kidnap
double-header hot dog which he en
ing and all forms of racketeering. ment of justice as the nucleus of a joyed before the game at the ex shape, having slimmer heads and
necks and longer beaks, and are of a
THE SIX $745 and up, THE EIGHT
and up... f. o. h.
He has given long study to organized super police department." Hail to thc pense of a wager with thc sports gray brown color, darkest on the back.
TEL. 1076
Lansing
.
,
.
spare
tire
and
bumpers
extra
...
G. M. A. C. terms.
j
editor).
ROCKLAND
crime and ls prepared to use thc day. An entire people wlll give sup
The visitors had threatened seri- Though a new arrival they are be 39 UNION ST.
VISIT
THE
GENERAL
MOTORS
BUILDING
AT
THE
CENTURY
OF
PROGRESS
EXPOSITION, CHICAGO
127Stf
bureau of Investigation of the depart- port tc it.
, ously in the preceding inning when coming quite a pest.
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ROCKLAND GETS FINE START
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DR. JAMES KENT

MUNSEY MOTOR CO.
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Every-Otbsr-Day

TIRES
ALWAYS BEST TRADES IN TOWN

Page Tliree

We Have Signed The President’s Re-employment Agreement

SHORTER HOURS - MORE PAY
Employ More People—But Will Still Maintain 24-Hour Service

TRADE YOUR WORN TIRES ANYTIME

ACCESSORIES

BATTERIES
SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION

STORAGE

WASHING

SIMONIZING

SERVICE

SALES

° NIGHT °

POLISHING

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO. D^D

TEN YEARS CONTINUOUS SERVICE

TELEPHONE 889

WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

Odd Fellows and Rebekahs attend
An automobile horn which plays
ing tomorrow's picnic at South Cush “How dry I am" was heard on Main
ing should take box lunch. Camden street yesterday. Well, there's plenty
is also sending a delegation.
| of opportunity to "rush the growler."

the whole nation and trained under
missionary prayer meeting on Tues
A radio comedian down East was
STRAND THEATRE
the guiding genius of the man respon found bound and gagged in a closet.
day evening at 7 30.
• • • •
“Gold Diggers of 1933," all-star, sible for the chorus ensembles already As usual, lt was somebody else's
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
“Faintheartedness and its anti dramatic musical spectacle, said to be famous ln “The Kid From Spain"
gag —Detroit News.
and “42nd Street."—adv.
Aug. 1 — Thomaston — "Intuition.",
dote" will be the sermon topic at the
A Knox County officer who looks
y)le
that golden rod is again .
staged at Watts hall Jor Public Library
I Pratt Memorial M. E. Church Sunday even greater tha” “42nd Street," as
as though he had encountered a one
thug.
reminder S
that ot
we are i
^‘l-Annu.,.fieldl day of the
jb
’s ' jn blossom is a «
| morning; evening theme “Two ways the most lavish entertainment of the ^>UIIIIIIIIIIUIIlUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIItlllllltllllll1llllllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllll^
of measuring." The hours are 11 a., decade, comes Monday, Tuesday and
£S“S
[confidence in being able to hypnotize | sunm?r*
d^^rl°L^
m., 7.30 p. m.; church school at 10 Wednesday.
Aug. >—Waldoboro—Sketch Club show bees can sometimes be shattered.
i
_____
It is a “back of the back-stage"
a. m. At the morning service Mrs.
at Medomak hall, benefit Lincoln Home.
---------I
____
story, a dramatic and amusing Insight
Marianne
Bullard
will
sing
“
How
Aug 2—Rockport—Midsummer Fair,:
_ ._u. » — - .
.»
I
An
automobile
vacuum
cleaner
SERMONETTE
' The Twilight League attrition at awaits custom€r numbered M2 at Mc.
Baptist Ladles Circle
beautiful upon the mountains." Hark- into the lives and loves of the people
I, will be Rockland vs. Thomaston. The ' Loon's salesroom in The Bicknell, i
ington. Parker Worrey will have primarily responsible for the stagng
Abram Prays in Despair
WEATHER
That was last week’s number. This
charge of the song service preceding of a great New York show. It is an
j
oil! 'eam ■ rom the Home of Knox is like- week’s number will be announced
This
prayer
uttered
by
Abram
the evening sermon. Request num intensely human story climaxed by a
fu’K.Z S.nUef« Of ! > surprise. It is rumored,
triumphant and spectacular "show”
was very brief but the answer to bers will be sung.
Tuesday.
in which Busby Berkeley's choruses
it has consumed all the ages
man leaps up like Wordsworth's
Forty club has an out,
at
of 200 picked beauties are lavishly
Odd Fellows and Rebekahs will need since. At God’s command Abram
TIIE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
when he behe d the rainbow in the Hewelt.g Isl^d tomorrow augmented
displayed in dance ensembles un
left, his home in Ur and had gone
skies—skies this morn ng sown with
members of the Llons club and no church bell to awaken them to
equalled in the history of stage or
forth
into
Canaan.
He
journeyed
morrow,
for
the
word
has
gone
forth
Tenant's
Harbor
and
Wiley
Comer
fleecy clouds pushed slowly about by , ,adies Bttached
organlzati0ns.
It is a pleasure to announce that all restrictions S
screen.
the gentlest of western winds .proa m Qn
of that they are to meet at their hall at south, erected an altar at Bethel
Morning subject at Wiley Corner.
It is, furthermore, the story of
and
forced
by
famine
went
into
have
been removed from this Association. Ample =
9
o'clock
tomorrow
morning
to
em

nounced in connection wilh the emo- : the McLoon smacks The rubber ball
“The God Who Is Enough." At
Egypt. There is still standing a Harbor Church morning "A Visiting j three gold digging show girls into
bark for South Cushing where a pic
tions of poetry wynds). Plainly it,
betwixt the Forties and
monument that links his sojourn Clergymen's Service." Ministers on whose capable handes the problem of
funds are available for all desirable loans. New shares S
nic will speedily be in progress.
is to be a day ideally adapted to the win
j
d
there with our day; the great vacation have been asked to partici finding an "angel" for the show that
shopper. We shall expect to see the
r J
.
are being sold. All departments of the business are S
pyramid of Cheops, even then 1800 pate. Rev. A. M. Watts and Rev. will give them employment and op
marts of trade (meaning the city; oenrse Rums and his side-kick
state Patrolman Shaw was called
years old. Fearful of his wife's Harvey Moore cannot be present. portunity. is entrusted. The tricks
stcresi thronged with buyers joyously caDtUred an eaale vesterdav and the upon ThursdaJr ,o dispatch a cow
working in a normal way.
and trades behind many a Broadway
beaut.y, he deceived Pharaoh, and
spending the dollars just released b“rd Of ^rwdonVoffered^o wotest m00Se whiCh had been badly lnjured
Rev. Cornelius Greenway of Brook success, are disclosed in a whirlwind
was
forced
to
return
to
Canaan.
from the local banks. Also a day
^e flazsUH on 1 L" colIUsion *1U» * motOT car driven
N. Y., will be the guest speaker, of exciting Incident and amusing situ
The restrictions were not imposed because of any 3
Here the Lord's word came to him I lyn.
for those recreations of land and j th(. Kaax County PTruM c^tpany's , ^,pW’’P“ JCushm.g
his subject, “Making Shore On ations. The song writing seton of a
in
a
vision.
"Fear
not.
Abram;
water pertinent to the season. The build nz The staff needed reoairine 'The farcass was placed temporarily
Fragments.
”
The
Scotch
Quartet
weakness
of your Association, but to protect each of =
early morning thermometer of 70
n^ed aL"^d
cus^ of Game Ward™
I am thy shield and thy exceed [will bring special music; also John proud family eventually Involves both
his severely proper older brother and
ing great reward.” Then Abram
you from results that might, and probably would, =
smiling.y purposes going higher. q0 were just the individuals who
prayed. “Lord God. what wilt Davidson and his trumpet. Christian the family lawyer in the intricacies
Endeavor at 6.15. topic. "Friendship of showmanship. All in all, lt ls a
Success to it.
could turn the trick.
thou
give
me,
seeing
I
am
child

have happened under the financial conditions exist- S
_____
Walter L. Wood of the Charlestown
less and the steward of my house With Those of Other Races.” A re dramatically sound comedy drama en
, o nun nf uak.
I State Prison staff is a weekend guest
James O'Hara who has been subcent
visitor
at
evening
service
re

hanced
by
the
generous
production
ing at the time they were issued.
is this Eliezer of Damascus?
stltuting for two weeks for Del Cas- in Roland this morning Tlie chief I mcSah ^lteibl^ to f rJnsmn^f'te/ii
Behold to me thou hast given no marked, "I enjoyed the singing very values of the “big show.”
till©, at Station WEEI is expected
Of Interest connected with his 1 ears se^e he u
Lth
The chorus featured throughout, Is
children; and lo, one born ln my much, your people sing well;" 7
For your loyalty and consideration through the un- §
hOmP ,Od*y____
™
that he brought the ,
Z
j o'clock song service led by John Reid. a collection of beauty gathered from
house ls mine heir."
Pastor's
evening
subject,
“
Three
Mar

The word of the Lord said,
The 103d infantry Service Com‘to^hh
comfortable period we extend sincere thanks.
God's Grace."
“This shall not be thine heir but velous Things About
» • • •
pany will play at Togus tomorrow. ty farm this
The choice carg0 ° the fact that the prison has 900
one from thine own loins." Out
1835
1933
Martinsville and Port Clyde
Faithfully yours,
It is the only team which has de-, wa5 quickly purchased by Perry's
into the night was Abram led and
feated the Burnham & Morrill team ,Iarlr-.
;
-------Usual
Sunday
and
midweek
servI
E.
A.
GLIDDEN
&
CO.
the
Lord
said
“
Look
now
toward
of the same league.
,
' _____
1 At ne»t Monday's meeting of the I t.he heaven and tell the stars, if i ices. Evening service will be in the |
The Board of Directors.
S
Waldoboro, Me.
Clerk of Courts Griffin attended ‘I Forty Club the city manager plan of
thou be able to number them, so Port Clyde chapel. Charles MarstalForthcoming dower shows are the'wmual meetinK'of ‘that“ass£ia“ . government will be discussed by RepI
ler
will
speak
at
all
services.
A
Daily
|
shall thy seed be.”
Artistic Memorials in Stone
90-lt
those of the Northeast Harbor Gar-,
“‘XnX Wednesday and wa«> rJ“sentatlve Moran' Senator MoU)0n.
Abram believed the Lord and
______ 122S-U
den Club on Aug. 3. at the Neighbor- e" ^member of X executive RePresentatlv,> p°8* “d Alan L. Bird,
day
at
9
a.
m.
in
the
chapel.
Girls
hood House and of the Old Bristol committee. A visit to the'university “"lb weteomeT4^°^ he counted it to him for right and boys from five years and up all
eousness. This prayer was the
Garden Club of Damariscotta Aug. ,
village at ’
h“n Z?1nterma'l
dawn of Israel, the impact of welcome.
• • • •
8 “
’•
____
£dlan *la"d' and lun(che°I? at the I expression of good will toward the
which will influence mankind so
Long Cove
long as the earth endures.
Seeking more worlds te, conquer•
St. George's Church, (Episcopal),
William A. Holman.
SSf^Xy Club the Xrd’cou^
Rev. E. O. Kenvon, pastor. Holy
H.M.S. Danae, whose visit to Rock- |
Communion at 8 a. m. Evensong
j land harbor, is not likely to be soon 1 Tlie young people's confirmation will
Lions have matched up with the
be omitted this week.
forgotten, has returned from Provin graduation will be held at the Finn
Elks for a ball game at Community
Warmed
dver
victuals
are
general

cial
waters
and
is
at
Bar
Harbor
I
ish
Congregational
Church
on
the
Park next Friday afternoon at 5.30.
ly not so good as fresh ones, but this while the International tennis matches Georges River road' Sunday at 1 p m.
BIRD MADE PRESIDENT
Quiet days thes- at the children's does not anplv to the annual picnic are on. We're betting dollars to j
Boat Builders and Repairers Organ
playground, which i out of commis- ? Perry's Market crowd which doughnuts that British uniforms will j
ize With Rockland Man at Head—
sion this summer (..rough lack of leaves around midnight for its an- be seen and British accent heard on i Rev. Charles A. Moore, D. D., of the
July 29, 1933.
...............
Plan To Protect Industry
maintenance funds. But the
kiddies nual outing postponed from last Sat Rockland streets during this visita All Souls’ Church of Bangor, will
are probably having a Food time urday. The clerks there are in tion. Bar Harbor's not so very far preach tomorrow morning at the
At a meeting of the boat repairers
Congregational Church. Service at
somewhere, and not quite so quiet, as dustrious and accommodating; If away, you know. •
and builders in Maine held Tuesday
you would like to see them have? a
10.30 The Pilgrim Choir will sing.
X
- “
the deserted playground.
WHEREAS: The President of the United States has declared a Na
in Augusta at which there were rep
good time tomorrow wish them well
When Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown
resentatives
from
Kittery
to
Eastwhen
you
trade
at
the
store
today.
came
up
from
their
summer
quarters
tional Emergency to exist and by means of the N. 1. R. A. hopes to
Attractions at Strand Theatre
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) port, there was formed an associa
at Boothbay Harbor the flrst of the
next week: Monday, Tuesday and
tion
called
the
Maine
Boat
Builders
overcome
the deplorable conditions in industry and to restore public
Rev.
E
O.
Kenyon,
rector,
the
serv

Owing
to
lack
of
funds
it
has
been
week
it
was
with
the
expectation
of
I
Wednesday, “Gold Diggers of 1933,”
with Ruby Keeler and Dick Powell necessary to dispense with the serv- [ a brief stay. The old adage says that | ices for tomorrow will be appropriate and Repairers Association for the
confidence and increase business buying power.
(this oict-ure is said to surpass 42nd ices of Miss Bela Oray, who has | “man proposes," etc., etc. Mrs. j for the seventh Sunday after Trin purpose of furthering and protect
Street in entertainment); Thurs been second nurse of the local Red , Brown developed tonsil trouble and | ity; Holy Communion at 7.30; Choral ing the several industries which are
day. "The Barbarian," with Ramon Cross Chapter, much to the regret I went to Knox Hospital for an oper Eucharist and sermon at 10.30. The located on the coast and rivers of
WHEREAS: In an effort to speed up the action of recovery by the
Novarro; Friday, Broadway Bad," of the officials who realize that her ation. Mr. Brown stuck a rose thorn preacher will be The Rev. James Flye Maine.
The following were elected: Alan
with Joan Blondell; and Saturday work has been most efficient and in one of his fingers, infection fol of St. Andrew's School, Tenn.
effect
of N. I. R. A. the Prfcfident has Urged all industries to volun
L. Bird (Rockland), president; Her
faithful. She has returned to her lowed and he too was obliged to go
"The Wrecker," with Jack HolU
bert
Pavson.
Jr.
(Portland),
treas

tarily adopt operating codes.
home In Vermont. A drive for the to the hospital for treatment. It is
At First Church of Christ, Scien urer; Archibald Maines (Bath), vise
If you would like to aid in the local chapter will take place in the an odd coincidence that Mr. and Mrs.
work of that excellent organization near future, and unless it be given Brown were both patients at Knox tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster president; J. A. Stevens (East
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30 Boothbay), vice president.; and di
THEREFORE: The Maine Association of Dyers and Cleaners, rep
known as the Sea Scouts save for it the support It merits, lt will be nec Hospital on a previous occasion.
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser rectors, Alan L. Bird. Ross Mad
these articles: old clothes, rags of essary to withdraw it, which would
resenting eighty-five per cent of the plants in the State and ninety-nine
Fireproof Garage was the first mon tomorrow will be “Love." Sun docks (Boothbay), Herbert Payson,
any kind, rubber tubes, auto tires, be unfortunate for the community,
local firm to announce officially day School is at 11.45. Wednesday Jr., Joseph Sawyer (Millbridge' and
rubber of any kind newspapers,
percent of the volume of business done in the State, declares its desire
magazines, books, rope, old storage
Once more attention Is called to through these columns its adoption evening testimony meeting is at 7.30. Pliilip Blaisdell (Woolwich).
to co-operate one hundred per cent with the President in this emergency.
batteries, lead, copper, brass. Use the annual fleld day of Order of the President's N.I.R.A. Hours The reading room is located at 400
Libbv. McNeil & Libby canned milk Eastern Star. District. 11, which takes have been snortened. wages increased Main street, and is open week days
BORN
I HEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That all members of the Maine
and save labels. Don Haskell is the place next Tuesday at the Olencove and more people added In order to from 2 until 5 p. m.
MASSALIN — At Community Hospital.
• • • •
skipper, and can be reached by call Grange hall. Each chapter is to maintain the 24-hour service and
Camden, July —, to Mr. aud Mrs. Aro
Association
of Dyers and Cleaners operate on the following basis:
Maasalln. a aon.
provide two numbers for the enter high grade of service characteristic
ing Dr. Blake Annis.
The subject of the sermon at the
WALLACE!
—
At
South
Waldoboro.
July
of
this
garage.
The
Maine
Cleaners
tainment program which precedes
Forty hours a week for all employes except route men, engineers, super
First Baptist Church on Sunday will
13. to Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Wallace, a
The prayer meeting at the First dancing in the evening. The doors and Dyers announce their acceptanc? be “The up-sid(e-dcwn house.” There
son.
intendents and watchmen. The minimum wage to be 30 cents per hour.
Baptist. Church Tuesday night had will be open at 4 p. m. and supper of the plan which Includes the several will be special music by the trio. The
an attendance of 137. These meet will be around 6 o'clock. Among local members and President Peter church school will meet at the noon
The weekly wage for all those now receiving more than the minimurn
MARRIED
ings are open to all interested per grand officers to be present are Nor son of Fuller-Cobb-Davis will put his hour, and the Christian Endeavorers
— At Friendship,
sons. The broadcast of the Rainbow man Trafton of Gardiner, worthy big store on the actual workings of meeting will be at 6.15. The people’s HOWARD-GREENWAY
rale not to be changed by the reduction in working hours.
July 25. by Rev. E C. Camp of WaterMessengers from Station WLBZ. patron; Arthur N. Pettingell of Lew the Retailers' Code Monday.
town, Mass., and Friendship, H. Her
evening service will open at 7.30 with
given by Rev. J. Charles MacDonald iston. organist; and Mrs. Eunice W.
bert Howard of Winslow and Miss
the prelude and big sing assisted by
Violet Greenway of Boston and West
State Patrolman Pray and Deputy organ and piano. The quartet will
as speaker, Miss Gladys Grant and Larrabee of Belfast, conductress.
During this temporary emergency the Maine Association of Dyers and
erly,
R I.
Chester Wvllie as vocalists, and Miss Take basket, lunch. Members of Sheriff Ludwick journeyed to Som sing. Mr. MacDonald’s subject will
Cleaners agree to adopt and operate under the tentative code of fair
Emily MacDonald at the piano, was Golden Rod Chapter are asked to erville yesterday and brought back be “An amazing request." ‘ There will
Ross Hisler charged with disturbing be a baptism. This is the last service
DIED
the final one of the summer, to beu take dishes and silver.
competition promulgated by the National Association of Dyers and
religious services at Appleton. Judge before the pastor goes on his vacation. LINNEKTN—At Ashland. Penn . July 23,
resumed on Sept. 27.
Charles E Llnnekin, native of AppleFree—Come in the Frigidaire Dwinal imposed sentence of two
• • • •
Cleaners.
ton, aged 84 years.
months with costs but suspended the
There will be a special showing showroom of A. C. McLoon & Co. in service during good behavior. War
Rev. L. G. Perry, pastor of the RICHARD8- At 8tonington. July 26.
the
BickneU
and
get
your
copy
of
the
I
and sale of Marinette Knit suits and
Arthur Richards, aged 56 years.
rants for several other persons Littlefield Memorial Church, will use
dresses. New fall models at Fuller • Frigidaire "Key to Meal Planning"
HARJULA
—
At
Rockport.
Mass.,
July
28.
for the topic of his morning sermon
MAINE ASSOCIATION
Abraham Harjula. formerly of Thom
Cobb-Davis. Thursday Aug. 3, sec plus a ticket which may entitle you charged with the same offence are “The importance of right belief."
in hand. In the afternoon members
aston. aged about 43 years. Funeral
ond floor. Special orders taken.—, to an automobile vacuum cleaner , of
Sunday at 2 o’clock at Rockport. Mass.
the sheriff's department. State Po- Mrs. Grace Fish and Miss Mildred
OF DYERS AND CLEANERS.
free.—adv.
adv.
9°-91
; lice and customs force went to Wash- Brewster will sing a duet. Junior
I ington near the Somerville line in church meets at 10.30 under the di
CARD OF THANKS
Stover’s Pride Flour—"The Flour
, search of contraband. They found rection of Mrs. Perry and Sunday
We wish to express our thanks and
no liquor but did locate the spot of school at 11.45. with a place for every appreciation to all those who helped ln
the Best Cooks Use."
88-90
SATURDAY NIGHT
manufacture, a cave 10 feet square body. Evening service at 7.15 will be any way during the Illness and death of
SOUTH HOPE
in a side hill, entered through a opened with a season of song, he our loved one. Sewell L. Wall; also for
No tax this week on flours bought FREE TRANSPORTATION FROM tunnel and containing such evidence pastor’s topic will be “The man who the many beautiful floral tributes.
Mrs. Etta Wall.
at Stover’s. Buy today.
88-93
owned the earth.” There will be a
PARK STREET
as bottles, cases etc.
Tenant’s Harbor.

TALK OF THE TOWN

To Shareholders of

1

flOCKLANO IOAN A BUILDING ASSO. (
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To The Public—

DANCE

Every-Other-Day
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In Everybody’s Column

LINCOLNVILLE

Probate Notices

THOMASTON

GARDEN NOTES

SOUTH CHINA

EAST FRIENDSHIP’

'

and Mrs. Weldon Grant of

SOUTH WARREN
Miss Clara Penny who has been at

The tar crew were In town last
Mr
Advertisements In this column not to
| By Lois M. Creighton)
STATE OF MAINE
Rare entertainment was furnished
Farmers are. busy
in . this section
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ; ,
,, .
, .
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vmon. Gdn
v
HaU of of the leaf-^ometlmes it te there, but at thetr camp at Sunset Cove.
FURNISHED
ROOM
to
let
at
33
Llme

Mr and Mrs. Walton Oxton and party of Silent 8teters and friends
cord 68; fitted soft wood. 66. T. J CAR- rock St MARY WIGOIN SPEAR Tel
more
often
it
has
entered
the
rhi

ESTATE
NANCY
M
BABBIDGE.
late
a-„
k
,
and
Mr
,
Anra
Brazier
Mrs
’
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf 883-Y.
A son was bom July 13 to Mr. and son of Malden, Mass, have been Friday at the Merrie Macs. Shore
Petition for KOvGand. Mrs. Anna “racier MTS zome and te busily gobbling up the
81-tf of Rockland, deceased
Mrs Orrin Wallace.
guests of Mr. Oxton's sister Mrs. D. ‘ Acres.
FIVE ROOM tenement te let. Ground License to Sell certain Real Estate situ- t I di.Prercott and Mrs LUCJ Clark,
heart
of
the
plant.
Pursue
it,
dig
up
floor All modern 9 Suffolk st. M M »ted In Rockland^ and fully described
Deputy Warden and Mrs G. C
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Wotton were c. Hemenway. Another brother EdThe Star Club was entertained
the
plant.
You
will
find
the
foul
55-tf ln *ald Petition, filed by John o ste- pjOpfcxns and son are spending a vaGRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs ward Oxton and wife of Rutland. r Wednesday evening at the home of
thing,
accompanied
by
a
lot
of
rot
• i TWO RENTS upper and lower at 34
Clemer Bums at Winslow Mills.
anauw late
i.t. nf
Mass were callers there last Satur- Mrs. Margaret Birney.
i >
estate OEORGE F ADAMS,
of , cation... at „their former home In Hop- which he has caused. Kill the borer
4 a ..wweww
* pleasant St Apply MISS ANNE FLINT
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Giroux of Wa day.
Petition for Dtstrl- kinsville. Ky.
Ralph Earles and son Jack who
•
Rockland
deceased
• 32 School St. or Tel 1161-R
81-tf
of
The
Beta
Alpha
Club
ln
response
to
-^metimes
there
are
two
in
one
rhlRoblshaw
terville
spent
a
few
days
recently
with
bution. filed by Philip
Sarah Marcey, Jane Whitman. were at Clinton Teele's have returned
PAINTING. paper
hanging. white ,
■
an
invitation motored to Friendship
“re/«lly
°
a the rot. Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Burns.
Rockland.
Admr.
Louise O'Brien and Ellie O'Brien of to Philadelphia.
washing, glazing and Job carpentering
ESTATE grafton smith, late of Thursday and spent the day with Mrs. and transplant the rhizome in a nice
Joblng of all kinds, anywhere In Knox
Mtes Barbara Winchenbach 1s visit-] Cherrydale, Va , are occupying the
______
_____ _____
__ _______
Mrs. Charles
Winslow
and son Taydry.
clean
bed.
there
to
convalesce
Rockport, deceased First and
aS" Amos
A»r«r»t XAillc
arid
familv
at
thgdr
County. Write or phone H. C. BUBER ♦
Mills and family at their sum
Ing her parents Mr and Mrs. Leland h. A Hart cottage through July and I lor, recent guests at the home <
count presented for allowance by Dud
which
it
wil!
do
in
time.
Even
a
half
Warren. Tel. 6-31_________________86-91 j ♦
mer home. Picnic dinner with a
[ August.
1 Mrs. Marietta Winslow, have reley F Wolfe, of Rockport. Admr
inch of rhizome of a choice iris will Winchenbach.
TUTORING In English or History for , 8
i ESTATE LLEWELLYN SMITH late of varied menu was enjoyed, and loung
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Scofield and
Richard C. Beresford of New York turned to New York
live
if
It
has
an
"eye"
on
lt.
We
know
high school or Junior high students.
I Vinalhaven deceased Petition for Ad- ing, boating and swimming and the
was a guest at Klegge Croft the past' Mrs. W. J. Hutchison of Cleve
ETHEL THOMAS SEZAK. University of
PROPERTY at
what the borer likes, and he glutton Mrs. Minnie McPhail were Rockland week.
. Cooper's
. ... Beach,, , ") ministration, asking that Lottie M
Maine 1931 Instructor of English at tending .from shore
to Main road, for s_,,h oj vinalhaven or some other use of tongued batteries sped the ously helps himself, but we do not visitors Monday
land 1s entertaining friends from that
CORA E PERRY. 75 Broad St^ I Sm'th or^vin.ina^
A<Jmx hours away.
Machias High School Phone Rockland sale
Those who attended
Mrs. E R. Burns was a Waterville
Mr. and Mra. J. T. Webster and Mr. city. Mrs. Hommell and Mrs Grif
know
its
poison
—
who
does?
645-Y.
89-91 City_______________________________87*92
were Mrs. Carrie Carroll, Mrs Grace
visitor Tuesday.
and Mrs. Russell Webster and fam- .......
... Hutchison who
„..w
with bond
fith. ...................
Dr. Elizabeth
NOTICE—This ls to notify all con- ! FOR SALE—All on U»e rent plan. 8600.
ESTATE
_______ ________
LIZZIE E DAVIS late of Andrews
and grandson Everett
Walter Winchenbach has a new Hy of Belmont. Mass, have moved j has been at Elwllel left Saturday for
cerned
that
on
and
after
this
date
I
will
|
Knox
Hall,
South
Thomaston
w--------------- ------ - -------- -----*2.100 Rockland deceased
Petition for Pro- Creighton. Mrs. Mabel Achorn and topic "Heredity;" 7 p. m , vesper serv Chevrolet.
j their household goods to what te 1 Cleveland.
be responsible only for those b Us that elghtroom hoUse and barn. 8425
four bateof W1U and Administration e t a
da11’h,.r p-.h„
x»(«
Fli.xheth ice, Mrs. Carl Gray speaker.
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach and known as the John,FogleT place, John Wentworth and family have
I contract personally R W. JEWELL
aerea „f isnC|; 81250. large double tene- „.x,ne that the same mav be proved daughter Esther, Miss
Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Berg are daughters Barbara and Arvilla were where they are planning to make
Glencove Me , July 25, 1933________ 88*90 ment house; 82000 double tenement an„ all0WPd ,nd that letters of Admin- Washburn. Miss_Elizabeth Newcombe
moved into the Carver apartment.,
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS I Keys made to house all in South Thomaston
V F I istration with thc wiii annexed be of Washington. D. C., Mrs. Inez Libby, leaving shortly for their home ln in Rockport and Rockland Monday their future home
corner Main and Atlantic streets.
order. Keys made to fit locks when . 8TUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
, issued to Sarah Watts Litteii of Rock- Mrs Lcona starrett. Mrs. Blanche Oreen Bay, Wisconsin after a visit at
Oeorge Harrington and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Robbins and daughter
Mrs. Clarence Fish of Rockport
original keys are lost. House. Office or ___________________________________ ?LL land, with bond
1 Pea— of Bath Mrs Leila Smalley, the Oliver homestead. Oyster River. Mrs. Blake of Bangor recently visit-) Charlotte were Rockland visitors
Car Code books provide keys for all
was a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
100 ACRE BLUEBERRY FARM 8700.1 Witness MELZER T CRAWFORD Es‘
'
Marip cinoer Mrs
....
ed Mr. Harrington's sister Mrs. Nettie Tuesday.
locks without bother. Scissors and 8400 down, balance 850 a year
Three qulre. Judge of Probate Court for Knox Mrs. Ann Da>. Mrs Marie Singer Mrs
W Y Fossett
Mrs. Julia E. Harris
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea miles from village and state road; seven county. Rockland. Maine
Ethel
Miss
,r
" ' Newcombe, **■
— 'Myrna
™— CopeDrownThe fanners are hustling haying
Mrs. Albert Carver and daughter
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.. room dwelling, garage woodshed, hen
Attest:
land.
Mrs.
Nellie
Orff.
Mrs.
Annie
Death
entered
the
home
of
Miss
Mrs. Ella Robinson and daughter preparatory to the oncoming Nue408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791. 78-tf house. No barn
Estimate 150 cords
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
Mank. Mrs. Eleanor Clark and Mrs. Mary J. Watts Wednesday, taking Mtes Faustina of St Oeorge were I berry season. The crop looks very Ruth have returned from Knox Hos
wood
Planted
crops
Included
We
sold
DENTAL NOTICE My office Is now 153
Walter Berg of Green Bay. Wis.
! away the life of Mrs. Julia E. Harris guests of Mrs. Nettle Drown one day I favorable and tt ts hoped that a fair pital where Miss Ruth underwent a
Look this one |
Llmerock St . one minute's ride from four farms last week
tonsil operation.
Dr. and Mrs C E. Weidman of of Glenmere who was visiting her last week.
sum wm be realized to the producers
postofflee
Work done by appointment over before It's too late. DICKEY )
Notices of Appointment
Mrs Lyford Ross entertained at
85-90
only Call or phone 109-M. DR J. H AGENCY. Belfast. Maine
■ Marcallus. N Y. accompanied by Miss 1 daughter and sister there. On FriMr. and Mrs. Loris Little and this season,
DAMON, dentist.________________ 69-S-tf
I. Charles L Vcazie. Register of Pro- Marion Weidman of Rockport were day afternoon relatives and friends daughter of Haverhill, Mass., are
Among the guests at Klegge Croft bridge Thursday evening In honor of
LADIES Reliable nalr goods at Rock
bate for the county of Knox, in the gUfst,s Thursday of Mtes M. T Ames- gathered at the home of another guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge T the past week were Mr. and Mrs. R. Misses Margaret and Louise Libby.
No. 13734
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
At SeaAll Wednesday Mrs. E O.
thJl'fonow‘minesteters the^persons were bury
daughter. Mrs. Norman Simmons, Palmer.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
| q Reynolds, Mtes Madeline Reynolds,
solicited. H. C. RHODE*. Ttl. 519-J.
78-tf
appointed
Administrators.
Executors, 1 Louis Jacobs while living on North , and Joined in paying the last respect
Office of Comptroller of the Currency
Miss Isabelle Lawrence, all of Cam- Carver entertained the Carver street
honor of Mrs.
Washington. D C . July 19. 1933 ouardians
_ ______ and Conservators and on thc street with Oscar Gould, in the in funeral services to the deceased
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time®.
EAST WALDOBORO
b^e. M.V A party w« r on neighborhood friends
oVinrS.
:„d
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence, da_tp'9 hereinafter named
Trompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
spring planted two pieces of gtound Rev. H. S. Kilborn of the Baptist
Peggy £eXl* *htTJ a^teX^t
^ton.'_M“.
78-tf
i deceased
----- 'J- 7June 20. 1933. George ■
I ........... coffee. The plants are up but Church officiated
and.....
interment was
made to appear that
E ’Tiien
Allen
----------Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Smith and
Everett Libby has been ln Boston
"THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
__
Irving and Ralph Flanders of Alford Lake Camps. Oamee were this week.
rocki.and"
without bond
j moved to Belfast soon after planting. , Mrs. .Harris was the daughter of son
played and a btrthday cake was cut
Portland
were
weekend
guests
of
in the CITY of Rockland ln the
william M stewart. late of Union. The plants look like bush l/‘p.r.s, and Edward and Lucy (Keller) Teel of St.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. FlandersTand Mr. and enjoyed with other refreshments | Mrs. Addle Bucklin 1s entertaining
County of KNOX and State of MAINE decPased. July 5, 1933 Herbert L. Orin-, arc bcing
watched by interested George and wife of Frank H. Harris and
Mrs. Leland Orff and little Elsa °n the glass porch. Several reser- |
H teth 81mmons
has complied with all the provisions of ~ ne)1 o( union, was appointed Admr.. _.rsons
i . th
»
n o-v . h
had
the Statutes of the United States, re- ,nd ' qualified by filing bond on same
,OI ln sa7)e town, ineir nome nan of North Waldoboro were guests, vations have been made at Klegge
""Clua‘la
Mrs.
Lewis
Eupea
and daughter
qulred
to
be
complied
with
before
an
1
date
Mrs.
Lillian
(Swentke!
Cotton
has
j
been
in
Glenmere.
Mrs
Harris
wa'
' Croft for July and August.
Mrs
COTTAOES and camps to let and for
Sunday.
william R haines. late of Rock- joined the Little Symphony Orches- a home builder. To the children born
Joan of Camden have been recent
sale
E V. SHEA. South Thomaston. association shall be authorized to com-!
Mtes Florence Creamer visited her
Tel. Rockland 354-11.
86-tf mence the business of
land, deceased. June 20. 1933. Harrie S tra as violoncellist.
to them she devoted her time, nor
guests of her brother Edward Mc
NORTH WASHINGTON Donald Jr.
Dr. and Mrs^ Charles Richards-m did she withhold aught from those sister Mrs. L. Borneman last week.
LERMOND POND CAMP to let by day CompYroTe^oV^Vhe'Curiency.0^)^!!^?^ .
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Shuman of
or week
Accommodates six. MR8 certify that
, A ,933 Charles TSmalley of Rock-1
Englewood. N. J., and Miss Mary who formed the community in which
Mrs. Lena Stimpson of Los Angeles.
l.UTHER A. CLARK. Tel. 46. Thomas
■
• the first national RANK of | iand appointed Agent ln Maine
! Richardson of Southern Pines. N. C.,) she lived. She 1s survived by her
Calif., and Mrs. Katherine Streitz of
ton.
85-tf
lard
Mank
of
Farmingdale
was
also
Jolly
crew
of
blueberry
pickers
ln
one
ROCKI.AND"
henry b cabot. late of Brookline ! were callers Thursday upon Mrs. | fiu^and; a son. at Olenmere; two
Camden, who have been guests of Mr.
COTTAGE for rent, or will sell. Three ln the CITY of ROCKLAND ln
field and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest with an ! and Mrs. Frank Walls returned TuesMrw deceased. May 16. 1933. Anne M Walter Strout, to whom they are re- daughters, Mtes Edith Harris and guest there Sunday.
cows and one good work horse for sale. County of KNOX and State of MAINEthe
ls c»bot °f Brook''ncn
equally
happy
group
over
the
farm
Mrs. Sylvia Achorn of Newton
hvaSnnnv 1l8,ed
Mrs Norman Simmons and a sister,
CRAWFORD LAKE FARMS. Union. Me.
1 day to Camden. Mrs. Stlmpson will
authorized to commence the business
Harold W Pratt and family and j Miss Rosa Teel, all of Thomaston.
86*91 of Banking as provided In Section Fifty bondWJuly 5 1933d Hiram P Farrow of
Centre, Mass., and Mrs. Hanscom of line Id hcr field, keep the (supposed) I make the trip to Los Angeles later
heads
of
the
families
on
the
road
Rockland have been guests of Mtes
FURNISHED apartment to let. two one hundred and sixty nine of the Re Rockland) appointed Agent ln Maine. ! Mrs. William Pratt and daughter
most of the time to transport and sell i and will be accompanied by her
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK vised Statutes of thc United States
Ellie Mank.
Catherine a cullen. late of i Margaret, all of Tenant's Harbor,
brother Harold McDonald of this
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
.ST Tel 600 or 211-M
78-tf
In Testimony Whereof, witness Thomaston, deceased. July 18. 1933. Mary I were recent guests of Mrs. James
Mtes Gloria Monahan visited her the berries, the former going to Wa town.
terville,
the
latter
to
East
Union.
FURNISHED heated apartment to let I Sexi I my hand and Seal of Office this Isabelle Cullen of Thomaston, and Agnes ! parnpv
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933. R Armstrong of South Portland, were
Mr. and Mrs. W. Adelbert Smith,
. .
, ,,
,i
Past week results; Sunday. Pirates grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Albert Prices rule low, 18 cents last week at
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST
78-l.f
' Walter Andrews of Hyannis. Ma'S .
Oenthner in South Waldoboro, last
„
. „J. F. , T... O'Connor.
_
_
appointed Executrices, without bond.
100 ACRE TRUCK FARM 81100 cash
Waterville. There 1s a good crop, and daughter Nathalie and Mr. and Mrs.
Comptroller of the Currency
I JAMEg Q HICKEY, late of Cambridge. is at the home of Mrs. Caleb Gill- 4. Rockville 0; South Thomaston 3, week.
Oscar Lane are at Camp Alyosha.
Three miles Irom center of Belfast; 2ti
Rockport 2 and Battery F 3, Snipers
—----------------------------------------- ! Maw., deceased. July 18. 1933. Stough-1 chrest, Starr street.
Miss Priscilla Hanna. R.N. of the berries arc of fine quality.
story house of six rooms and pantry,
Oeorge Grey and family are at
1;
Archie Lenfest has exchanged hls
ton Bell of Cambridge. Mass., was ap
Tug Eugene Spofford towed the 2; Wednesday. Rockport 2. Pirates
hardwood floors, electric lights, tele
Portland
has
been
visiting
hcr
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
Idlewild, Shore Acres.
truck for a touring car.
.Trler%V^:nt':&h°wni
Mingo down river Friday ^The «**
r’A
” * Rock- mother Mrs Ethel Hanna.
phone. new furnace Barn needs re
Lewts C. Barter
STEAMBOAT CO.
pairs Plenty wood Oood large fields.
It has been a mean hay season here,
barge discharged 1520 tons of coal for v,1,e 8' SniPers 6
The new Federal road between but
appointed Agent ln Maine
A fine farm near the city. DICKEY
A Western dean says that this
those who have finished say thi
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
The league Standing
Dunn
to.
Elliot
Co.
It
1s
said
to
be
Aunt
Lydia's
Tavern
and
the
cement
AGENCY. Belfast Mslne
R5-9O
OWEN
P.
LYONS,
late
of
Vinalhaven
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
country te suffering from an over
PC. road tn Warren has been treated crop te better than last year.
Won Lost
deceased. July 18. 1933. Mary z Daniels. ] the largest barge ever in Thomaston.
Eastern Standard Time
Rex Prescott has again bought the
of Medford. Mass, was appointed Admx
.769 with two coats of tarvia.
s
Services at the Baptist Church So Thomaston .... 10
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
without bond
Edward K Gould of
standing grass, on the Paul ranch ln production of brains. This may be
Vinalhaven Line
.586
5
Sunday
will
be,
9.45
a.
m.
Bible
......
8
Clark
Island
Mrs.
Laura
Brackett
is
at
her
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except Rockland, appointed Agent ln Maine.
.538 home for the summer. She was at Searsmont, and Is cutting it. but has due to the fact that nobody has been
6
...... 7
HARRY M ROBINSON, late of War- . School; 11 a. m.. morning worship. Rockport
Sunday at 6 00 A M and *2 00 P. M
.417 George Moody'S in Rockland over been badly handicapped by being so using them much of late years.—
7
Snipers ..... ...... 5
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M and ren. deceased. July 18. 1933. Jeanette ----------------far from the place of work, and by Boston Herald.
.385 the weekend.
3.20 P. M
Returning steamer leaves H Robinson of Warren was appointed | Admr
8
and qualified by filing bond Battery F ... ...... 5
bad weather. Roy Lenfest of South
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A. M. and 4.30 P. M. Admx.. without bond.
July 25. 1933.
.214
11
Pirates .....
3
Mrs.
Lester
Mank
visited
Miss
Liberty ls helping him.
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M. and ,
DANIEL A GROSS, late of Vinal
LYDIA A JAMESON, of Rockland.
Dorothy Skillings in Portland sev
Next Week's Games
5.50 P. M
WOMEN
haven. deceased. July 18, 1933, Florence July 25. 1933, Jerome C. Burrows, of
Mrs. Simon Turner of Augusta and MODERN
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
E Gross of Vinalhaven. was appointed Rockland was appointed Gdn., and J Sunday—(1 p. m.) Clark Island vs. eral days recently. Miss Skillings is this place, te at Harold Turner's NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and dpiay due
Since 1840 this firm has faitnn.<ix
Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex Admx.. without bond.
qualified by filing bond on same date
, pjrates at Rockland; Snipers at now guest of Mrs. Mank.
served the families of Knox County cept Sunday at 6.00 A M , Stonington
looking after the harvesting of blue to colds, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ches-tera Diamond Brand Pills are effective*
FLORENCE L. PENDLETON, late of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Robinson and berries on her two places here.
6.55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at Rockland,
landLARdEeceCaEsedE J^s. “im' Myrtte SoutlL Thomaston; Rockport vs. atLADY attendant
deceased.
July
18.
1933.
Labra
Rockland about 9.00 A. M. Returnng. E. Fish of Rockland was appointed Perrfy Crockett of Rockland, was ap- ! tery F, at Thomaston.
daughter Margaret of Belfast were
l)*y Telephone 450-781-1
leaves Rockland *2.00 P. M. North Haven
Dictated but not red 1s Hitler",
Wednesday—Pirates vs. BatteryF, last weekend guests at Fred Mank’s.
3.00, Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at Admx . and qualified by filing bond on pointed Admx. and qualified by filing
same date.
George Fish has been cutting hay idea for Germany.—Jumping Cactus
bond July 28. 1933
at Thomaston; South Thomaston vs
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
burpees
Attest;
MINNIE A. TURNER, late of Washing
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Rockville at Rockport; Rockport at on the Keene farm, also on the farm (Phcenix)
OHARt.ES L. VEAZIE. Register.
ton, deceased. May 16. 1933. H. Linwood
bockland, mi
Boston.
of AiiRt.in Simmons.
90-8-96 Clark Island.
Turner of Washington, was appointed
H II. STINSON

veara’ experience In Probate Office
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Orace 8t Tel
163-M.____________________________ 81-tf
POSITION aa chef or order cook want
ed Best of referencea. HORACE PERRY.
Grace St.. City.
*tf
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PORT CLYDE

NOTED HOLSTEIN FAMILY

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Royce Miller and two children
Mrs. Franklin Trussell Is convales
| of Beverly, Mass., are guests of Mr
cing from her recent illness during
Hai Its Home With University Of Maine Herd At Orono I and Mrs Fred Miller.
which she was under the efficient
Elmer Cushman and two sons of
—What Prof. Hall Says
care of Dr Tymns and Mr.s. Raymond
Lexington. Mass, are visiting his
— And The —
father Charles Cushman and brother
Ockert, R. N., from Attleboro, Mass.
Maynard Cushman.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Hodgdon of
Ten years ago. to be exact, Feb. pounds of milk. As lt is her fat
William G. Wood Ls visiting hls
Farmington are spending a few weeks 7. 1923, there was born in Maine a mark ranks in second place and is granddaughter and family of Lin
$«+**+++++>*++****«+******+-w>++++++++++++++*++++++ ' with Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Davis.
little pure bred Holstein heifer calf almost identical with her mother's colnville.
record made at six years of age.
At the regular meeting of Rose
Capt. Lewis Stanton of Stoning which has had a profound influence
stroy. The crows think our garden
Agricultural
Another daughter, Pauline Henger
upon
the
University
of
Maine
Hol

is
a
gold
mine,
too.
Last
year
they
ton,
Conn.,
recently
visited
friends
veld Pledge, is the present State rec wood Chapter, O.EB.. Friday evening
R. N. Atherton, marketing spe
stein herd at Orono and Holstein ord holder in the yearly division as the degree work was practiced. Fol
cialist of the Extension service, was walked up nearly every row and dug ln this place.
the business meeting a social
history within the state. She not
up
the
corn
and
beans
and
even
Junior two-year-old. Her produc lowing"
in the county the past week assist pumpkin and squash seeds.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyson Coffin have only developed Into a State record ation
hour was enjoyed and refreshments
was
508
1
pounds
of
fat
and
ing the State of Maine Blueberry
"When the vegetables are big been spending a few days ln Cam cow’ but is carrying on through her 14.330.3 pounds of milk with an of strawberry shortcake and coffee
Growers, Inc., to install a system of enough to can. I look up my vegeta
were served. There were 21 members
high record daughters—truly one of average test of $5 Der cent.
bookkeeping which Ls being used by ble budget again to see how much bridge, Mass.
and six visitors present.
the brood cows of the breed. She
The
third
daughter,
busying
her

many co-opcratlvv a"oclatlons in thc
Mrs. Gladys Needham of Wood- was christened Pauline Hengerveld
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson o'
I
must
can
and
store.
One
person
self
making
Maine
Holstein
history,
State. Mr. Atherton at present U
fords is guest of her mother Mrs Shepard by her breeder, T. J. Wey is Pauline Pledge Shepard, which a« Massachusetts are guests of Mr. and
requires
four
quarts
of
greens,
assisting in organizing an apple
Charles Bryant.
mouth of Springfield.
a senior four-year-old made a yearly Mrs
marketing co-operative in Oxford which may include dandelion, beet, John Coffin at the Village Inn.
Mrs. Emma Paine of Bangor is
Before
she
was
nine
years
old
she
Swiss
chard,
spinach
and
endive;
3L4
record
of
647.5
pounds
of
fat
and
County and a poultry co-operative in
Elroy Coffin of South Portland set a real mark ln production and
each of peas and string beans:
18.803.7 pounds of milk to rank sec guest of hcr daughter Mrs. Maynard
Cumberland County. He has also quarts
visited relatives here recently.
breeding by dropping nine calves, ond on the state list. The only cow Cushman.
one
quart
of
asparagus;
nine
quarts
done a great deal of work with the
At the Community Church Sunday
Lewis Benner of the coast guard. eight of them heifers, with two to stay ahead of her is her aunt, an inspiring address, adapted espe
two dairy co-operatives in Ellsworth of tomatoes; five quarts of com; and
sets
of
twins,
and
had
broken
three
two
quarts
of
shell
beans.
This
is
a
Fanny
Segis
Pauline
Hengerveld,
a
Portsmouth. N. H., has been guest of
and Bangor. Farmers in the Stats total of 28 quarts.
State records for butterfat yield in sister to her mother, and also owned cially to the young people was given
are beginning to realise that in
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Class B. (three milkings a day). by the University of Maine. An in by Rev. A I. Oliver, the district su
“
My
family
of
nine
requires
252
order to hold their markets and pro
Benner.
First freshening as a senior two- teresting sidelight ln thc history of perintendent. An anthem was sung
duce standard products which Will quarts. Last year I lacked only
Douglas Pratt of Tenant's Harbor year-old she came into the lime this family is given bv Prof. Howe In fine manner by a group of young
seven
quarts
of
that
amount,
but
I
meet the consumers' demand, cocfpladies from Camp Wah-wah-gee-sha
bought enough canned peas during recently visited Mr. and Mrs. Wal light by yielding 537.7 pounds of fat W Hall of the University when he Following the preaching service the
eratlon is necessary.
In the ten-months division which said;
the winter to make it up. We do not ter Simmons.
• • • •
was and still is a 8tate record. For "Pauline Valdessa Shepard dropped flrst quarterly conference of the
During the past week there have care for asparagus so I can nine
Friends of Miss Frances Broad- the year she also set a new high twin calves on June 12, 1933. Pau year Was conducted by the district
extra
quarts
of
string
beans.
Last
been no blueberry flies found ln the
mark with 557.8 pounds of fat. but line Hengerveld Pledge dropped twin superintendent.
The lawn party on the church
blueberry trap at the farm of Qedrge summer I had a lot of cauliflower bent, who has been a summer visitor this record has since been beaten calves
on June 27. 1933. and Pauline grounds Tuesday of last week held by
given
me
and
I
canned
50
quarts.
here for a good many years, will re by two other Holstein cows, the pres
Payson. East Union. There have
Pledge
Shepard
is
a
twin.
As
three
It
tasted
good
in
the
winter.
I
have
been, however, several fruit flips
gret to learn of her serious illness in ent holder of the rreord being one of of the four sets of twins were by J the Ladies' Aid was a success and $35
was netted. The lawn and booths
found each day. Daily counts are enough canned vegetables now tp
her own daughters. As a six-year- different' sires is looks as if that were attractively decorated. Those
a New York hospital.
last
until
the
fresh
ones
are
big
being made by Mr. Payson in co-op enough to eat.
old
she
made
a
yearly
record
of
713
factor
is
Inherited
in
this
family."
• Mrs. Susan Hey of Columbus, O.,
’ in charge of the cake, sandwiches and
eration with the experiment station
pounds of fat and 20.789 9 pounds No less than seven State Class B
"I usually fill all my jars in the
at Orono.
is spending a few weeks with Mrs. of milk which was a State record records are now held bv members of 1 coffee were Mrs. Harriet Knight,
summer,
so
as
scon
as
I
empty
some
* • • •
, Mrs Addie Templeton, Mrs Inza
when made. So much for the won the University Holstein herd. In Burgess. Mrs Mabel Cobb. Mrs. Ruth
William Brennen.
County Agent Wentworth has some in the fall I fill them again with beets
addition
to
the
three
leaders
above
derful
producing
ability
of
this
great
or
carrots
.
It
does
not
take
much
Mrs. Veda Brown of Rockport re
Crie. and Mrs. Nellie Drinkwater;
very fine pictures which were taken
matron. Now for an accounting for mentioned we find College Pontiac I ice cream booth, Mrs. Ethel Higgins
in the ccuntv by a United States D longer to cook a whole kettle of cently visited Mrs Merton Anthony. a few of her daughters.
Shepard
with
5047
pounds
of
fat,
Miss Grace Higgins and Francella
A. photographer on wood lot im beets or carrots than lt does to cook
Mrs. Hazel Stone is at the Rumford
First there is Pauline Valdessa a junior three-vear- old In the tenprovement demonstrations. Thet? a few. and I can the extra amount. Community Hospital for surgical Shepard, the present holder of the months
division;
Fanny
Segis
demonstrations have been conducted They cook much quicker and taste treatment and would be pleased to State record in the yearly division Pauline Hengerveld as a senior fourin the counties during the past year better if canned directly from the hear from her friends.! Her address as a senior two-year-old. Her of year-old with a yearly record of 712.6
in the wood lots of Norris Waite. garden or soon after being put into is Community Hospital, Rumford ficial record was 658 6 pounds fat and pounds;
Cymbeline Reliance, a
Damariscotta and Joe Genthner, the cellar than they do when stored Me.
18.489.3 pounds of milk. Tested Junior four-year-old, with a yearly
Aina. Thinning and pruning which and cooked in the winter. They are
Mrs. Sherman Benner has returned again as a five-year-old she almost yield of 634.7 pounds; and Anna
are necessary to produce the Ijest all ready to serve then if I am de from Matinicus where she spent the cracked another record with a yield Belle Pledge, a Junior three-yearlayed in starting a meal, or if com
lumber are shown in these pictures.
pany comes. I always store some of
ten days guest of her daughter of 715.2 pounds of fat and 20,008 7 old. with 586.3 pounds in a year.
• • • •
the carrots to serve raw In the win- j Mrs. Norman Thompson,
Henry Keller. West Rockport; ter when I have more time and j Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis visitRalph Cripps and Mrs. N B. Hop
CUSHING
FRIENDSHIP
kins. Camden. members of theKnoit- empty jars I can pumpkin and | ed their parents Mr. and Mrs. Forest
Davis
8unday.
Lincoln County Farm Bureau Execu-1 squash to use in the spring.
A group of 12 young people from
Joseph W. Whitaker of Norton
Mrs Jennie Hupper is visiting
tive Board, met recently with Couhty' "I buy onions ln large quantities friends ln Thomaston.
Mass., is visiting at the Logan cot- Woodbridge. Conn., have been spend
and
if
I
see
thev
are
beginning
to
Agent Wentworth and the home dem- j
ing this week at Saints Refuge, N J
Mr. and Mrs. Hill and Mrs Cum i tage.
onstration agent. Miss Jessie Lau sprout I put them into Jars. too. mings of Massachusetts have beer
Roswell Ham and son Kimball o! Peck's farm, hls daughter and her
They
are
Just
as
good
as
when
fresh

rence. at the home of Mrs. Hopkins j
for a few days at Hilholm.
New Haven are at the Mitchell husband. Mr and Mrs George Easton
in Camden. Plans were made for j ly boiled.
being among the party.
Mr. and Mrs. Roach and friends of ; House.
"I
can
meat
and
fish.
too.
These,
thc annual meeting of the Farm
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Linneken of
Boston are spending a few days at
of
course,
do
not
come
from
my
Dr.
Robert
A.
Pratt
motored
Wed

Bureau which will be held this year
the Fo'castle.
Mr. Craven and nesday to Boothbay Harbor where he ] Yarmouth are at Mrs. Lucia God
ga-den.
but
they
mean
a
big
saving
in Camden Oct. 26.
in the winter. Errlv In the summer friends returned to Boston Sunday j visited friends and engaged in re dard's where they have rooms for an
• • • •
indefinite time.
I can usuallv buv small mackerel1 after a vacation of three weeks search work.
County Agent Wentworth attend quite
Carlton Phillips of Springfield.
cheao
enough
to
fill
10
or
I
passed
at
the
Fo'castle.
Miss Alice Logan is driving a new Mass., is a visitor at Gray House,
ed this week a tour of the bovs' club
15
qua-t
Jars.
In
the
fall
some
of
Elmer
Wincapaw
is
visiting
his
Standard Eight Ford coupe.
ln Hope. Each garden was visited. ]
the summer home of Rev. and Mrs
• • • •
N. F Barrett, club leader, has been cur voung roosters are put into jars. : sister Mrs. Marguerite Grindle.
F. C. Wheelock.
By
doing
this
I
can
serve
chicken
1
Mr.
and
Mrs
Russell
Porter
have
a great help to thc bovs this year in
Mrs. Lillah Ames is at home from
Howard-Greenway
time without thc extra cost of' returned to Pasadena. Calif., aftei
getting their work underway. The1 any
A second wedding this season ln Rockland where she has been for
boys are raising beans and potatoes feeding. I plan to have some beef' spending a few weeks at their sumthe summer colony on Davis Point 1 several months. Her sister Miss
Fome are carrying thc cbfck raising in the fall to can. too. One? last j mer home here,
year I had some hamburg stesk I i The Gunn family of New York j took place July 24. when Miss Violet Edna is also there this week from
and dairy projects.
was afraid would snoll so I made it J have arrived at their cottage for the Greenway of Boston and Westerly Thomaston, where she has had em] R. I., was united in marriage to H 1 ployment at the home of William
Charles M White, chief of the into meat balls and put them into i summer
a
jar.
.
The
Willing
Workers
will
hold
their
Herbert Howard of Winslow, at th( Smith.
Eureau cf Markets, and Mr Chick
"The
amount
to
be
stored
for
or.c
I
summer
sale
of
fancy
work.
food,
etc
j
summer
home of Rev. and Mrs. Ed Mrs D. T Rivers and daughter
of thc same department were in the person is—cabbage. 20 pounds; car- i Aug. 11, at Mrs. k. H. Marshall's
ward
C.
Camp of Watertown, Mass Miss Mabelle of Brighton. Mass,
county this week to discuss with
rots,
15
pounds;
turnips,
11
pounds;
I
store.
i
It
was
a
quiet
event, only the parents have Joined her son Tom and daugh
County Agent Wentworth the new
squash
or
pumpkin,
14
pounds:
I
Mrs.
Alice
Marshall
of
South
and
sister
of
the groom and tw< ter Ailed at their former home here
marketing of eggs o'.an which is
beets,
eight
pounds;
onions,
seven
;
Hiram
is
guest
of
her
daughter
Mrs
]
friends
being
present
besides Rev 1 Mrs. Rivers and Mabelle are to re
being tried out in the State. Mr.
pounds:
parsnips,
three
pounds;
and
ouy
Vannah
at
the
Vannah
cottage
and
Mrs.
Camp.
The
couple stood turn to Brighton Sunday, the others
Chick will visit several poultrymen
two
bunches
of
celery.
This
makes
j
on
spruce
Point.
]
before
the
fireplace
which
had been remaining for the summer.
and discuss the plan with them 80 pounds Mv family requires 720
j
O
hn
Morris
of
Tenant's
Harbor
banked
ln
evergreen,
with
wild
flow John Ackerman, non Howard
Anyone interested should get in
daughter Winnifred and grandson j
pounds.
last
year
I
had
only
500
(
has
employment
at
Mr
Erickson's
on
ers
at
the
centre
of
the
mantel.
touch with County Agent Went pounds. This docs not include po- j McGee Island.
Hiram Heidsett. ot East Haven, ar j
The
double
ring
service
was
conduct

worth.
at the B S. Geyer bungalow for twe
talces.
The
amount
of
potatoes
re[
Miss
Rosamond
Wilson
of
Baston
ed
by
Dr.
Camp.
The
bride
was
at

• • • •
weeks Mr. and Mr« Charles Austin
Plans are being made for the qulred by one person is 150 pounds ( has been the guest of her sister Mr.s tended by Miss Howard, sister of thr Walter Potter and Miss Quinn ol
The past year I have served j Frank Simmons.
groom.
membership campaign of the Farm
meals to my family. By
Misses Edith and Helen Anthony
After the wedding ceremony Mrs North Haven, Conn. who occupied it )
Bureau which starts In September. square
square meals I mean meals that are are visiting relatives in Camden.
Camp served refreshments out of last week are renting W. F. Flint's j
Last year Knox-Lincoln lost third correctly balanced b?tween meats,
Mrs. Herbert Teel and daughter doors. The wedded couple left later cottage this week.
place in the State bv only a few starches and vegetables. By doing
Norma
Matinicus were guests of I amid a shower of confetti, for a Professors Cornwell and Hall. Scou* [
points, and was one of the three this, I get the most benefit from the Mr antj of
Mrs Horace Benner Sunday; i short honeymoon in Massachusetts Masters of Park Ridge, N. J., and
counties that showed an increase in vegetables I have canned and stored j also caners on John Teel and Mrs
to be followed by a week at thr Winchendon, Mass, respectively
membership last vear over the pre
I
have
four
children
who
go
to
(
Madeline
Pease
and
Mrs.
Sherman
j
groom's
home ln Winslow where r with six Boy Scouts are camping in!
vious year. There are 757 members school. The voungest is five and thc ; Benner
|
reception
will be given them on thc Olson's Grove.
which are divided into 350 men and oldest 12. Thev did not miss a day ( phyiiis Snowman of Rockland was
D. G. Young has taken two parties,
!
evening
of
Aug. 3.
407 women. A goal of 800 members
from among the summer residents |
at school last year.
The
bride
was
the
stenographer
of
a
guest
over
last
weekend
at
the
home
is being set for 1934.
"I feel this proves that by plan of Henry’ Benner
Mrs. Camp while she was secretary deep sea fishing this week
• • • •
Miss Orpha Killeran enjoved a fewj
ning our garden, canning and stor
of
the Womans Department of the
Mrs.
Horace
Benner
entertained
With the Homes
ing enough vegetables for the win the Willing Workers Tuesday evening Massachusetts Congregational Con days' motor trip with Miss Lois Hal
Canning demonstrations are to be ter and serving square meals our
lowell the past week, visiting Water
ference and Missionary Society. The ville
at her home.
given by the home demonstration garden ls a gold mine of health."
and other places in that vicinity [
groom studied at the Massachusett’
agent Miss Lawrence next week at
Howard
Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs ,
Institute of Technology and is en S. A. Miller
APPLETON RIDGE
these places: Monday. July 31. at
of Thomaston has been ,
gaged
in
business
in
Waterville.
EAST UNION
Rockland. Mountain View haH;
Mrs. Esther Keating of Reading,
spending the week with his grand
• • • •
Tuesday, August 1. Montsweag at
Mass., was Thursday and overnight
parents Mr. and Mrs. B S. Geyer.
Grange hall; Wednesday. Aug. 2,
Mrs. W. A. Keyes and Mrs. Find guest last week of Mrs. Evelyn Pit
An Eventful Occasion
Mrs. L. B. Ulmer has returned from
Sheepscott, Mrs Rebi Carney's; ley of Worcester are guests of their man and family.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ferdi Friendship, where she was caring for
Thursday. Au?. 3. Edgecomb at Mrs. sister Mrs. Willard Wellman.
___
_ Misses Alice nand Douglas Armstrong was the Leslie P Wincapaw during hls ill
Mrs.______
Ethel ____
Moody,
Elizabeth Caswell’s All the above
Louis Etter of Paterson, N. J., and an(j RUth Moody and Warren Moody scene of a very Joyous gathering ness
meetings begin at 130.
Melvin Etter of Portland, who came motored to Farmington last week Tuesday evening when their son
Mr. and Mrs Jack Williams and
• • • •
to attend the funeral of their mother, Mrs Mabel Meservey and Miss Lucy Knox celebrated his tenth birthday son Donald of Worcester arc in town
District meetings for chairmen in Mrs Earl St. Clair have returned to I Moody returned home with them for entertaining a large company of on vacation.
Lincoln Countv are to b? held Fri their respective homes.
Mrs. W S. Farnham of Portland
| the weekend.
friends The young host was attired
day. Aug. 4 The communities and
The Baileys are at their summer
H. C. Stanley, steward of the yacht in white flannels and blue coat is guest of Mr, and Mrs. Forest
chairmen to meet at Damariscotta home here.
__ j Abenaki, was home recently for a Dancing was enjoyed and an elimina Farnham
at 10 standard In the Baptist Church
Master Harold Tolman of West short visit with his family.
The Ladies' Aid supper at the town
tion dance was won by Miss Mars
vestry a-"- Aina. Mrs': Inez Aver;* Rockport has been with hls grand
Miss Winnifred Keating of Read Louise Herrick and Jackie Herrick hall Wednesday evening was w'l'
Bristol, F s. Jennie Benner; Noblp- parents Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Watts ing. Mass, has been a guest at A. O thc prizes being a mirror and 'a patronized and a success both socially
boro. Mrs] S. T Creamer; Orff's for a few days.
Pitman's.
camera. Miss Oertrude McEnamcy and financially, the sum of $9 35 be
Corner, Mrs. Fannie Weaver; South
Mrs. George Wellman and daughter
Hattie Hatch of Abington. Mass , and Raymond Thompson were Judged ing realized. Mrs. Gladys Alley war
Bristol. Mr.s. EarleClifford; Damaris Leola of Thomaston were visitors spent last Saturday guest of Mrs the best dancers and received a bottle housekeeper.
cotta, Mrs. Norris Waltz
Sunday at the home of C. E. Well Elizabeth Newbert.
of perfume and a box of candy as Guests of Mrs. Annie Rivers Sun
Communities to attend the meet man
Arthur Adams and Lillian Gardi prizes. Miss Constance Logan and day were her sister Mrs. Carrie
ing at Wiscasset Friday Aug 4. at
The dav was happily spent 8unday ner of Hartford. Conn., and Leroy Robert Armstrong were a close sec , Townsend. Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Lee
1.30 in the reading room at Wiscas at the home of Mrs. Nellie Davis and Oardiner were guests recently of B ond in the latter contest. Birthday daughters Harriet and Grace and son
set Library follow: Boothbay. Mrs. family by the following guests: Mr L. Whitney and family.
cake and harlequin ice cream were Richard. Mr and Mrs. Theo Dutton
Lottie Butler; Whitefield. Mts. Eliza and Mrs. Ernest Douglas and foul
daughter Ruth and son Linwood, a’’
Mrs. Julia Currier, Mrs. Elizabeth served.
beth Dunton; Sheepscott. Mrs. Reba children of Rockport and Mrs Mary Stanley. Misses Chrystal Stanley and
The guests were Misses Ann Bos of Augusta, and Stewart Eaton ol
Carney; Montsweag, Mrs. Anna Soule; Sawyer and Evelyn Thomas of Cam Linnibel Grant were ln Waterville worth, Cvnthia Southworth. Betty West Buxton
Edgecomb. Mrs. Inez Sherman; den. At the noon hour a picnic din last Saturday.
Southworth. Marie Winchenbaugh,
Dresden. Mrs. Helen Jewell.
ner was served followed by ice cream
Guests and callers at Everett Alma Winchenbaugh., Leslie Herrick SOUTHWEST HARBOR
• • • •
and other good things.
Whitney's recently were Mr. and Mrs Mary Louise Herrick. Gertrude Mc
Radio Talk as given bv Mrs
Miss C. A. Fiske of Damariscotta C. H. Conant and son and Mr and Enamcy, Ella Armstrong, Dorothv
Mrs. J. S Harmon, daughter Mrs
Georgia Brownell of Hope. Her sub was a recent guest of her niece Mrs Mrs. Thcrie of Warren, and Mrs. Davis, Constance Logan. Priscilla Kenneth
Woodward and
little
ject was. “Our Garden Proved a John Kearly.
Belly Grant.
Waldo. Robbie Waldo and Charles Florence Woodward have re'urneri
Gold Mine."
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Thompson
Alden Dow of Rockport has been Stenger. Raymond Thompson. Fred to Jonespor*. after spending a month
"In the spring of 1930 we moved and children were visitors last week helping B. L. Whitney during haying. erick Thompson, Jack Waldo, Fran at the Robbins home on th? hill.
to a farm in Hope and planted our end at the home of Mr. and Mrs U
cis Winchenbaugh. Robert Arm They will come a^aln later.
first large garden That year Mr. S Wincapaw. Mrs. Thompson Ls a
Mrs. Morrison who spent the past
strong. Harcourt W Davis, Jr.
CHAMBERLAIN
Brownell asked me how much of the niece of Mrs Wincapaw.
Thomas Green, Joseph Butler and two weeks with her daughter Mrs
Mrs.
Cabot
Poland
has
employ

different seeds such as beet and car
Mrs. Roland Payson and children
Nathan Thompson. Additional guests Kenneth Lord returned Sunday to
rot we needed to plant, but I did not recently spent the day in Camden ment at Long Cove'Point for the were Mr. and Mrs. W. A B. Kirkpat Dorchester. Mass., via Bangor.
know any more about it than he did. guests of her sister Mrs. Frances remainder of the season.
Mrs. Eliza King celebrated her 93d
Robert Townsend, Maynard Mc rick, Mrs Norman Southworth. Mrs birthday anniversary Sundav at her
Wc planted our garden that year Thomas.
o
Claude Patch. Mrs. Andreas Hartel
Farland
and
Carl
Gifford
motored
mostly by guess and consequently
Mr. and Mrs. William Percival o’
Jr.. Mrs. Ieslle Herrick. Mrs. Arthur home at Manset Saturday and
we did not have enough of a lot of Providence are guests of Mr. and Mrs to Portland last week Friday.
Sunday she entertained 43 callers.
Mr. and Mrs. Wal‘.?r McFarland Peabody Pratt. Mrs. Harcourt W One can hardly realize she has
vegetables to last all winter. That George Livingston.
attended the ball game last Sunday Davis, Mrs Fultz. Mrs. Waldo. Mrs reached that age. as her mind is as
fall I Joined the Knox-Lincoln Farm
Thomas M. Green. Mrs. Clement
at Togus.
Bureau and each spring since the.v
Rinehart and Miss Cecelia Keilholtz bright, as when a young woman and
CLARK
ISLAND
Mrs.
Oeorge
Fowler
was
soloist
at
Miss Jessie Lawrence, our home dem
she very much enjoys company, and
the
M.
E.
Church
July
22
and
every

onstration agent, has helped me
Mr, and Mrs. Farrington Hart ol
has many friends among the sum
one
enjoyed
her
singing.
make out our vegetable budget.
Martinsville have been visiting Mr
MOUNT PLEASANT
mer people. She has been unable to
Miss
Virginia
Richardson
of
Port

"The extension service furnishes' a and Mrs. Lewis Hart for two weeks.
walk about for some years.
land
is
visiting
her
grandmother
budget which tells the amount Ol
Leroy McConchie and friend of
Miss Helen Abbott of Bucksoort
Miss Louise Fernald entertained
each vegetable needed for one per Ash Point were guests of Mrs Jessie Mrs. William Loud.
has been visiting her cousin Mrs at lunch last Wednesday at her
Mr. and Mrs M. F McFarland with Maurice Carroll.
son for a year. It also tells how Williams Sunday.
pretty home at Fcrnald's Point. Mrs
much seed is needed to raise that
The Cradle Roll children with their friends enjoyed a clam supper on
Mrs. Charlea Erickson and son Karl William Mason. Mrs. Frank Slowart
amount. For example, one person mothers had a party last Monday aft the shore Sunday night..
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kenniston and Mrs. Fred Robbins. Miss Fer•
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby and and son Frederick of Union were nald's home is near Miss Mary Delsrequires 20 pounds of peas which can ernoon. Cake and punch were served
be grown from one-half pound of
Mrs. Addie Haskell of Ash Point daughter Connie of Belfast were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Gor er’s summer cottage where Mrs.
seed on a row 100 feet long. All I recently called on her niec< Mrs. guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. L. don Smith.
Franklin D. Roosevelt was enter
Bailey.
had to do was multiply the amount James Caven who is ill.
Friends of Mrs. Maria Tolman are tained a short time ago.
Miss Helen Gilbert spent last sorry to learn of her illness. Her
Mrs. Abbie Grant of Rockland if
of seed of each vegetable needed
Howard Hodgdon. Winifred Lora
for one person by nine, the number visiting at Mr. and Mrs. Charles weekend at Walpole with Mrs. E. daughter Mrs Bessie Wlchhom of and Mr arid Mrs Fred Robbins were
Butler’s.
Kelsey and family.
in my family.
Washington. D C.. arrived Monday in Ellsworth last Monday.
Mrs. Bessie Sullivan, Miss Jennie Mrs. L. E. Bailey is doing very to be with her.
“It saves time and money when we
know Just how much seed and wh>f Spear, Mrs. Belle Bowley, all of Rock well selling home made candy and
Mrs. Grace Colburn and son Nell
We've had the cuts and the new
kind we want. We always order a land were callers on Mrs. Abbie Grant pastry.
of Rockland have been visiting her deal—now let the raising begin.—At
little extra to allow for what does and Mr. and Mrs. Charier. Butler Arad Blaisdell of Stanton Island sister Mr.s. Gordon Smith for a few
lanta Journal
is home for a few weeks.
days.
not. grow or the bugs and worms de- Tuesday evening.

i ' With the Extension Agents ii
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

ALWAYS
WANT A CAMEL I
AFTER A SWIM.!

<

r

::

ME TOO

A- •?. v S

THEY SURE
HIT THE SPOT.]

w

\

NEVER GET

ON THE NERVES . . . NEVER TIRE THE TASTE
Moody; fancy work, Mrs. Flora Dun
ton. and Mrs. Mary Marriner. The
attendance was large, and about 14
were present from Belfast. There
was music and singing by Mrs
Francis Callahan, and Mrs. Alanson
Bryant assisted in the decorations
which was much appreciated by the
Ladies' Aid, and they express thanks
to all who helped to make the party
so successful.

Miss Marie Turner returned with
them to her work in Augusta.
Miss Ruby McDonald, who was
away for several weeks, has returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Tobey of
China were visitors last Saturday at
F. A. Turner's.

Mars is inhabited by a race of su
perior human beings, says a sci
entist. Evidently this is true, as we
SOMERVILLE
haven't heard of any foreign nations
Mr. and Mrs. F. L Turner and
daughter Patricia of Augusta passed being able to borrow money from
the weekend at thetr home here. Mars.—Atlanta Constitution.

EMPLOYMENT OF LABOR

The Millinocket Mill of the Great Northern

. Paper Company has made more than Four
Million tons of newsprint paper.

In producing this tonnage, employment has

been given, directly and indirectly, to Twelve

Hundred men, each day, for Thirty Two Years.

Six thousand persons are now employed in the
State of Maine in the production and use of
newsprint paper.

The job of each of these persons depends upon

the use of newsprint paper by the publishers.

An increase in newspaper advertising will

bring emp' yment to many more.

Newspaper advertising will help labor and the
manufacturer and the publisher, but the

advertiser himself derives the greatest

benefit from advertising.
GREAT

*.

NORTHERN

PAPER

MILLINOCKET,

COMPANY

MAINE

Every-Other-Day
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PATRONIZE HOME INDUSTRY ™
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

&

THOMASTON

A

A CARLOAD OF FRIGIDAIRES

ROCKLAND

Epoch Marking Event In Career Of A. C. MeLoon & Co.
Shire city of Knox County with a population of 9,000 is the wholesale distributing point and retail shopSharing honors with Searsport as Maine’s most beautiful town, has an interesting historic background
Is Recorded By Camera
ping <*nter of forty coast and inland towns It is the one large trading center of Knox, Lincoln. Waldo and
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas

Hancock Counties with a total trade area of 75,000 people. It is the center of a fine system of highways and
the hub of several steamboat and air lines as well as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad.

ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems of the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driving distance by innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too, modem Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000,000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

It took real business courage on his customers to secure a maximum
the part of John H. MeLoon, man number of the new Frigidaires to be
ager of the refrigerator and oil sold at the present low price. No
rise in price has yet been made but
' burner division of A. C. MeLoon &
it
is inevitable.
131 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
I Co., to buy a full ear load of elecEvents of the past few days have
ENAMELED CANNER with Wire ’ trie refrigerators with conditions as
amply borne out his belief for on
Rack
95f
'
every
hand sharp price rises are
I
they
were
a
fortnight
ago
when
he
PRESERVING KETTLES
’ placed the order. It was a genuine | noted under stimulus of the
GOOD LICK JAR RUBBERS
LARGE TOP FRUIT JARS
trail blazing stroke in the enterprise N.I.R.A. and the increasing activity
For Whole Emit
but the clan were ever business of business in general is already reFLY SPRAY
pioneers in all lines of endeavor in i tlected in a largely increased deFLY SPRAYERS
cluding shipbuilding, lime burning , mand for Frigidaires.
The new Frigidaire is on dis
and fisheries.
But the energetic division man play at the McDxin salesroom in
| ager based his venture on three The Bicknell with the super d^mnstration made at any time for
premises:
.
1—The product was Frigidaire I your benefit. It is an hour well
I to his mind the best electric refrig -pent watching this demonstration
md learning some unbelievable
erator built.
2— Knew his sales force and theii facts about electric refrigerators.
THIS SPACE FOR
Y our copy of Frigidaire’s remark
ability.
3— Believes in the immediafc able new book—"Key to Meal
A
Planning"—awaits you at McI financial recovery of this section.
4— Felt it proper protection tc Loon’s free.

E. E. STUDLEY

SCALLOPS

DON’T ENDANGER
the lives ot your passengers by driving on old tires—ride on

The most delicious of all

KELLY-SPRINGFIELDS

sea foods

They cost no more than ordinary tires

—AT—

ARE CHEAPER

FEYLER’S

LET US SERVICE YOUR CAR
Our Buses Are Equipped With Kelly-Sprtngflelds

TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1191

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station

HARDWARE

GEORGES RIVER

FRESH CRABMEAT
50c lb.

NEXT WEEK’S SPECIAL
Regular $1.00 Value

BOYS’ KNICKERS 39c
Regular 50c Value

Roiled and Picked Daily
Delicious for Salads, Sandwiches

CHILDREN’S
PLAY SUITS, now 39c

TEL 15

These Goods While They Last

MITCHELL & SON
WATER ST.,

THOMASTON

WATCH

DRUGGIST

THOMASTON

NIUE LINE OF

SPORT SHOES

OUR

PENTTILA’S
INSTANT SHOE REPAIRING
83 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON

at $1.00
ARE VERY POPULAR

Chicken, Lobster, Fresh Vegetable

Strout Insurance Agency

Prove it for yourself, family and friends, by trying one of these
Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M.

J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME

KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.

ST. GEORGE

»

Rich in tradition and charming old day folk lore is St. Oeorge, most historic of Knox County's towns
Every foot of its fertile fields or rugged shore is hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
or humor in days long passed. The present day St. George, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
about historic Tenant's Harbor, though smaller by far in population than a half century ago is rich ln natural
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

LISTEN FOLKS
You don’t know what you’re missing
if you don’t visit

“The Big Elm Tea Room”
There’s wonderful things to eat there
from
Lobster Dinners at 1.00: Chicken
Dinners at 75c
Pqrk, Beef, and other dinners at 50c
and less
Lobster Salad with Home-made dress*
ing at 45c. down to
Lunches of all kinds and then those
delicious Home-made Ices
SUNDAY, JULY 30 SPECIAL
A Big Banana Split at 10 cents
TENANT’S HARBOR
TEL. 6-2

St »

FRIGIDAIRE
LYNN BURNERS

WATER SYSTEMS

DODGE AND
PLYMOUTH

We Also Sell the

CARS

CLARION RANGE

Used Cars of All Kinds
General Insuranre

Made in Maine

Harold H. Hupper
TEL. 55-5

TENANT'S HARBOR

CAMDEN

DROP INTO JOHN’S STORE
A Visit To the Shop Described Below Will Prove Pleasant
and Profitable—The Latchstring Is Always Out

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 8007
TENANT'S HARBOR. ME.

A A

It is always a pleasant and invari
ably a more satisfactory matter to
deal with a business man who
knows what he is talking about.

tomers. He stocks only the high
est quality goods as a visit to the
store will quickly show, yet through
low operating expense he is able to
make most agreeably reasonable
When you buy a chair, a rug, a prices.
swaver or any other kind of furni
Visit this store in Chisholm block.
ture from John B. Robinson you It will be a pleasant experience. It
deal with a man who knows the is absolutely immaculate, fresh and
furniture game and understands comfortable. The merchandise i;
your needs.
new and clean, and ready for your
Mr. Robinson’s store is the inspection. The genial proprietor
middle section of Chisholm block. has the art of making one feel in
He operates it as a one salesman stantly at ease. He does not press
proposition and gives to every sale you to buy. He rather invites you
his personal and sympathetic atten to look around, to ask questions a*
tion. His stock is not heavy but to the furniture and compare
is representative of all furniture quality and price with your persona!
needs and he maintains a direct ideas. He will discuss your furni
service of surprising efficiency. ture problems and frankly give his
You visit his store and see a piece opinion and advice. Right at thr
that appeals to you. In an astound- pre-ent moment he is much eninglv short time the complete set is thu-ed over an exceptionally attrac
there for your consideration. And, tive line of summer furniture—
it is brand new, not scarred from lawn chairs, swayers, couch ham
long handling in storehouses or on mocks etc. which combines those
sales floors.
two sterling qualities—fine materi
By means of carrying this ever als and very low price, all on a ris
fresh and limited quantity stock Mr. ing marker.
Robinson has the additional ad
Drop into John Robinson’s store.
vantage of an overhead expense of There is no compulsion to buy.
the verv lowest, constituting a sav Just look around, and you will learn
ing which he passes on to his cus- something about furniture.

AN IDEAL PLACE TO EAT

This charming town is richly endowed by nature with magnificent bits of mountain, lake and rugged
scenery of old ocean—famed the nation over for its palatial summer homes and beautiful Beauchamp Point. Big Elm Tea Room At Tenant’s Harbor Offers Tempting
Withal it is a delightful town with its busy mills and thriving market place, an ideal place in which to live.

Foods At Most Attractive Prices

REMEMBER, YOU CAN OBTAIN

SHELL FUEL OIL

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

Any Time, Anywhere in the County of Knox on a Reverse Call to
Camden—2024

A Prescription Drug Store

CAMDEN, ME.

Your trouble isn't your oil burner—It’s Your Oil.
Change to SHELL and Feel the Difference

for over 65 years

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

An Old Pharmacy
With Young and Modern Ideas
“Where Old Meets Young”

CAMDEN, ME.
CAMDEN

YACHT SUPPLY
DEALERS

We're sail ng; get aboard

ANASTASIO BROS.
Barbers
Over Woolworth's 5c- A 10c Store

PARISIAN BEAUTY
SALON

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY
TeL 1243

Marie A. Laney. Prop.
G7 PARK ST..
PHONE 898
Frederics Vita Tonic
Permanent Waves

BEGGS’

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING, SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING
MILLINERY. LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
34 MAIN STREET. CAMDEN, ME.

Twice the Size of Ordinary Ones
TRY THEM!

Lynn Rance Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
Burni rs of All Prices. Furnace Burners. Parts and Accessories,

25c dozen
Beggs’ Home Cooking

A. C. McLOON & CO.
FIRST CLASS

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER'S TRANSFER

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

ROCKLAND

PROMPT SERVICE

TELEPHONE 61

TRUCKING SERVICE

ROCKLAND AUTO SUPPLY CO.
75 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
{Opposite Gulf Filling Station)
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
EVERYTHING FOR THE AUTO

ELECTRIC AND ACETYLENE WELDING

HARBORSIDE LUNCH

IRON WORK, BOILER WORK AND PIPING
Satisfaction Guaranteed—Moderate Prices

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES
Lunch with us at the
Eastern Stramship Dock
TOBACCO
CIGARS

STEPHEN BRAULT & SON
NEW SHOP ON ME. CENTRAL WHARF

SHINE

716 MAIN ST.,

TEL. 730

503 MAIN ST.

TWO

POOL

SHINE PARLORS
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed

STEVE ALEX

GRUNOW
SUPER SAFE
ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS
No Belts
No Pulleys
No Pressure
No Pistons
SALES AND SERVICE

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

ANDREW REKILA
Boot and Shoe Repairing

Neatly Done
A big problem these beautiful to the sight of derricks and other
summer days is the ,lightly question intriguing signs of the granite in
of “where shall we eat.” The dustry followed with a charming
ideal answer is some place a short picture of historic Tenant's Harbor
drive, not too far for pleasure, over and the virile, salty tang of the sea
and Old Ocean.
good roads where, at the end of the
Big Elm l ea Room is located in
ride one may get delicious food at
the heart of the village directly be
a reasonable price.
Just this answer is supplied by side the highway and readily dis
The Big Elm Tea Room in Ten tinguished by its great elm. One
ant's Harbor Village. The Ten ! enters and finds the rooms of the
ant’s Harbor road connects with [ inn cool and ever comfortable with
Route I at Thomaston just below la homelike atmosphere and a perMontpelier and every foot of the 1 vading feeling of old New England
drive may be enjoyed with beauti | hospitality. The service is quiet
ful, ever changing scenery and but prompt and efficient with no
smooth roads. Glimpses of country 'clattering of dishes or confusion.
Then comes the dinner itself
scenery with field and forest change

DOUGHNUTS

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”

For Men. Women and Children

SUNDAY DINNERS

»

Handwork a Specialty

THOMASTON

E. A. AMES
105 MAIN ST-

It Pays To Look Neat!

320 MAIN ST.,
ItOCKLAND
Over Hastings' Dry Goods Store

aru

TELS 97-R—97-W

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

SUMMER

FURNITURE o'

A Splendid Line of Swayers, Coach Hammocks, Lawn Chairs. Etc.
Special Values in Beds. Bedding and Floor Coverings

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BLOCK

ROCKLAND, ME.

EASTERN GRAIN CO

VACATION TIME

C. H. Merrifield, Mgr.
Store, Elevator and Mill
PARK ST., NEAR R. R. STATION
TEL. 746

We Have a Full Line of
CAMERAS
FILMS
BATHING CAPS
SUNBURN LOTION
And other Summer Needs
Let as do your Developing and
Printing
Twenty-four Hour Service

Flour, Corn, Oata, Cotton

seed Meal and Mill Feeds
PRESSED HAY AND STRAW
COARSE DAIRY AND MINERAL
SALT

ROCKLAND
ADVERTISERS...
Take Advantage of This New
Classified Display
Read the Center of This Page

with the selection from its interest
ing menu and a word of their mod
est cost. The big shot is the de
lightful lobster dinner at $1.00
which leaves nothing to be desired.
The chicken dinner, prepared as
Mrs. Fannie Morris alone can pre
pare it, is a thing to be remembered
with pleasure and costs but 75 cents.
Pork, beef ;lnd other dinners with
fixings cost 50 cents and less so that
any appetite and any purse may be
satisfied. A special delicacy is Mrs.

made dressing at only 45 cents.
Lunches of all kinds are presented
and without fail, be sure and try
the delicious homemade ices.
Reservations may be made by
telephoning Tenant’s Harbor 6 ring
2 or if time presses just drop in and
your needs will be attended to.

Morris’ lobster salad with home

Friends of Arthur Richards 56,

CLARK ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Magee and
Mr. and Mrs. Haley Richards went to
Stonington this week called by the
death of Arthur Richards.

McCarty’s Drug Store
606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK

SUIT & OVERCOAT
LADIES' COAT and
DRESS
Any Two Garments
MEN'S WHITE FLANNELS
.CLEANED
ROCKLAND CHINESE LAUNDRY

*1.50

are grieved to learn of his sudden
death which occurred July 26 at
Stonington. Mr. Richards was for
merly of Clark Island, but the past
six years had made his home ln
Stonington, where he had employ
ment. He leaves besides hls wife
three brothers and three sisters,
Richard Richards, William Richards
and Haley Richards and Mrs. Robert
Magee and Mrs. William Cameron of
Clark Island and Mrs. Mabel Ellis of
Rockland, also several nieces and
nephews. Much sympathy is extend1 ed to the bereaved ones.

Every-Other-Day

AN AFTERNOON OF BEAUTY

OCl ETY.
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At Rockland Breakwater

BRAND NEW PLAY

‘Intuition,’

a

Bushnell-

show successfully, and for that rea
Smith Product, Will Be
son it is hoped that everyone called
these particular lilies were brought upon will give her services willingly.
Presented Tuesday
to this country about 150 years ago, The schedule and classifications will
Much Interest is aroused by the
and placed in the gardens of the first also be published at an early date.
Any local resident may exhibit,
announcement of "Intuition." a new
Carletons
of Rockport. The bulbs
In addition to personal notei regard
Mrs A. D. Morey had one table of
ing departures and arrivals, this depart contract Wednesday evening. Mrs. preserved by the Carletons and Far- whether a member of the Garden
three-act play by Adelyn Bushnell
Club or not, provided the exhibits
ment especially desires information of
and Rita Creighton Smith, which will
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc E E. Knight winning highest score. wells finally came to the gardens of meet the requirements of the classi
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
the Misses Burpee where they are [ fication rules. It will behoove all
have its first performance at Watts
gladly received.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman of ■ grown with loving care. The bloom ' who plan to exhibit, to make them
hall, Thomaston, next Tuesday’ eve
TELEPHONE ................. ............. 770 or 794
Palmer, Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. F. A. , is unutterably lovely, of a faint peach selves familiar with the rules. It is
ning. for the benefit of the book fund
Kimball motored to Cadillac Moun t.'nt, and Mrs. Benedict's arrange planned also to have some of thc
of the Thomaston Public Library, and
Mrs. Harriet Orbeton returned tain Wednesday.
ment was in a brass container.
lccal gardens onen for inspection on
Thuisday front Bayside where she
will be repeated in Camden Aug. 3
Tiger lilies and monkshood were the day of the Flower Show. While
spent a month with her son, Maurice
shown In a brown Jar Pansies wer“ I they may not be in the class with
Ior thc Camden Rotary Club. Miss
Mrs
William
T.
Flint
R.
N.
of
Orbeton.
Thomaston Is a patient at Knox lios- arranged in a beautiful large sea gardens of es .ites employing skilled
Bushnell, long known much more
pital, where she underwent an ap shell which wculd also -be partlcu- I gardeners and with ample funds at
than locally for her brilliance and
Dr. nnd Mrs. S. 8. Walker and pendicitis operation.
larly appropriate for sea lavender.
their disposal, they will afford op
versatility as an actress and stage
daughter Betty Jane of Presque Isle
A quaint vase of gravish potterv portunity ’to see what amateur gar- [
director, has of late won new laurels
are guests for the weekend of Dr, and
Mr and Mrs. J. H. Schellinger and more than 75 years old, lent itself deners are doing in the wav of de- j
as a playwright ln a number of very
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee.
, daughters. Adelaide and Maxine, are to calendulas and red and pink velopment and the growing of
.•ucccssful one-act plays for the proflowers. Notices pertaining to the
[spending the weekend in Portland, ramblers.
Douglass Orlbbel of “Weatherend" Apache II has just arrived from Palm les6lonal stage, and the success o
(BY ZENETTE HALL)
Mrs. Benedict remarked 'hat zin show will be shown from time to
Miss Edith Bicknell w*ho ls at the guests of Mrs. Clara Hawkes.
Camden, and Messrs. Ollbert, Alfred Beach and is anchored off the break her play of "Oram," which has Just
nias are especially gcod in Wtt. [ time. Piease watch for them. The
Bicknell camp. Alford’s Lake for a
Rockland Breakwater, Me. July 29
I
j hud two repeat performances ln re
Gladioli are best displayed ln plain editor of this paper has signified hls The last week In July finds summer and Clifton Osgood, Chauncey Hutch water.
week, has Miss Elizabeth Morey as
• • • •
Mrs. John M. Richardson was colored potterv, tall containers, old interest in garden club activities in
ins. John Gribbel, Lajry. Philip. Ed
sponse to popular demand, awake'
her guest.
Parker Hooper of New York, has .‘preial expectation for this new play
hostess to the W.I.N. Club Wednes fashioned pitchers or round chubby many ways, and his granting of activities at the SamOset in full ouard and Landreth Bregy.
•
•
•
•
opened hls summer place "Hill Acres" In an entirely different vein. Hei
day with supper and cards at her
much space for publicity is greatly 1 swing, with guests daily participating
Mrs. Arthur Whittier and Mrs. cottage on the Georges River. Prize holders.
Mrs. John A Cochran of Brooklyn at Camden, and has his daughter collaborator. Miss Smith. Is a former
With the arrival of late afternoon appreciated.
in outdoor sports and the many other
Rt.coe Bailey of Bath were guests of winners were Mrs Herbert Curtis,
The visit to the estate of H. Heis- diversions offered for their entertain gave a large contract and tea at her Miss Nancy Hooper, with him. Miss [ student of Professor G. P. Baker at
Mrs Jessie Huntley, Limerock street, Mrs. A. R. Havener and Mrs. Retta gues’.i departed most reluctantly,
bay front home on the Samoset es Hooper made her debut here last Harvard, and her one-act play. “The
ted,
landscape gardener, at Rock
several
remaining
to
ask
questions
Thursday.
Cole.
and seek further arrangements. port, has not been abandoned. A ment. Many newcomers will arrive tate. Her guests included Mrs. Ed summer with a large supper and Rescue," published by Brentano in
I hr Harvard Plays.," has been given
Mrs. Benedict gave richly of her in date will be set soon—possibly dur-1 ever the week-end to spend August ward A Olds. Mrs. William R Olds, dance.
• • • •
Miss Edith Riley, student nurse at
Mr. and Mrs Langdon Crockett are ] formation and ideas, and her visit ing the coming week Those who at this resort. Among them Mr. and Mrs. Roger R Bamber, Mrs. Stanley
bv many little theatres throughout
Knox Hospital, is spending her vaca spending the weekend with Mr. and wllj linger long In the memory of all have already seen the development
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Howe of the country as well as in the regular
L. Buck. Mrs. William J. Collins,
Mrs.
James
B.
Throckmorton
of
Jer

tion at her home, 307 Limerock street. Mrs. J. Frank Thomas, Camden.
An expression of apprec'atlon is ex work being undertaken by Mr. Hels- sey City, who are annual visitors, also Mrs George M. Snow, Mrs. Louis O. South Orange. N. J., motored over ■ repertory for a season of the Prov
Rountree, Mrs. Leonard L. Hill, Miss from Poland Spring and are spending incetown Players.
tended to her, also to all tho'e who ted are quite thrilled by it.
Mr. and Mrs. Seabrook W. Gregory
“Intuition" centers on a woman
Once more an appeal for dues Is Mr. Bradley Eaton of New York. Mr. Ann McLaughlin. Mrs, J. Russell a week at the Samoset. Mr. and Mrs
brought flowers for ar-angement
The
Prosperity
Club
had
a
jolly
cf Hartford are spending a few days picnic Wednesday • at South Pond purposes, and to Mrs. Fuller for made. It is necessary to have all and Mrs. E. M McBrier of Mont Hallowell. Mrs. David F Manning. James Bickwith of Santa Cruz. Calif, who feels herself to have special gifts
with relatives in this city..
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
O
, of insight into the lives and characwith Mrs. Barrett Cotton as hostess opening her home and spendin’ so funds possible to undertake the clair, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard (iraham. Mrs David F. Russell, Mrs. Henry H.
Windsor. Sr., Miss Anne Logan, Mrs. Tenney of Washington.
m of those about her, and shows
Flower Show. Payment may be
• • * •
Mrs. Henry Wheeler of Boston and Husbands of the members Joined much time and work in preparing made to Mrs. Thelma Snow, treas- New York. Also Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Joseph L. Porter. Mrs. Frederick E.
the effects, some happy and amusing
North Haven was in the city Friday. them for supper. Those present for the meeting.
Wilmsen,
Miss
Kama
Degerberg
Many Samoset guests attended some disastrous, of her faith in her
Ballard. Mrs. Theodore C. Cook. Mrs
[ urer. Ocean street.
were Mr. and Mrs Charles F. Lewis,
Garden Club Announcements
Mrs.
Caroline
Le
Maistre,
Mr.
and
James L. Wenman, Mrs. Howard W the colorful ceremonies attending the own powers. Miss Bushnell plays t*
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence extended an
The Shakespeare Society held Its Mr and Mrs. Willard Fales, Mr. and
Prior t.o Mrs Benedict's talk. Mrs. I invitation to the club members to be Mrs. J. R. Nieson. Sr., Jack Albro, Mrs. George R. Westerfield, birthday anniversary celebration of leading role of Katherine, and will
annual summer outing Thursday at Mrs Harold H Davis. Mr. and Mrs Gladys
Morgan, acting president, her guests at Rose Cliffs Aug. 8 Nieson, Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. William Mrs. Charles Thorley and Mrs. At General Knox at the beautiful and have the support of her husband.
the summer home of Mrs. Ralph L. Jesse T. Carroll. Mrs. Elizabeth gave several
announcements per when she will entertain several dis- j L Allen of Philadelphia and Mr. and more L Baggot. Invited for tea were historical memorial at Montpelier. Marshall Bradford, in the chief mas
Wiggin in Warren, with 29 members, Crockett, Mrs. Annie Aylward, Mrs
taining to the annual flower show tinguished men and women among Mrs. Charles B. Baker of Baltimore Mrs. Earl M. Anderson, Mrs. Roth Open house was held until dusk and culine role, nnd of a brilliant cast in
alumnae and guests present, the last' Lester Post. Miss Virginia Post, and slated
Goldsborough. Mrs
E. Cheston tea served by the hostesses clad In cluding Lois Piercy of New York and
for Thursday, Aug. 24 A whom will be expert horticulturists .
named being Mrs. Arthur Spear of Mr and Mrs. Cotton.
Many gay parties are being given Clark. Mrs. H. H Windsor. Jr., Mrs. colonial costumes. The Paul Revere Nobleboro. who has had Little The
and scientists. It will be an all-day
small
general
committee
has
been
Friendship and Mrs. John Robinson
by the younger crowd. The Misses
Mrs E. C. Moran Jr. has been appointed to work out preliminary evening session. Take basket lunch. Lucille and Betty Fawcett of Brook Lindsey M. Hall. Mrs. Sheridan W bell ln the Old Knox Church was atre experience ln New York; Stan
of Warren. Much pleasure was de
rung several times during the day.
Opening the formal program.
Scott and' Mrs. George Tenney.
dish Perry, Marcus Chandler and
details.
More
names
will
be
added
spending
a
few
days
as
the
guest
of
rived in inspecting Mrs. Wiggin’s
• • • •
• • • •
Jessie Carswell of Camden; Clinton
Mrs. Ruth Koster Hoch, soprano, lyn, who are the house guests of their
from
t.'me
to
time,
and
the
full
Mrs.
Max
Daskam
of
Philadelphia
at
beautiful gardens, blooms from which
The hotel activities for the eoming Fickett of Rockland, who has reAn affair which ls being much an
committee and its particular activi sang charmingly, "Thank God for a uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Dean
Squirrel
Island.
formed the decoration of the lunch
ties will be published scon. As can i Garden," by del Riego and “For You 1 Csbcrne at "Bayberry' cottage have ticipated by the Samoset guests 1s week will Include water sports for the j cently completed a year's study al
eon table Mrs. Ellis Spear of New
readily understood, it will take a Alone," by Geehl, with Miss Caro! - been the honorees of several parties the concert which Mrs. H. H. Wind children at the outdoor swimming I the Leland Powers Dramatic School
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Harriman who be
ton Center, Mass, and Warren was
this week. They are leaving tomor sor. Jr., the former Louise Hunter of pool; the weekly contract tourna and May Gould of Boston and Thonilarge
committee to put on the flower I Gardner at the piano.
guest speaker, delighting her hearers have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
row to attend thc World's Fair and the Metropolitan Opera Company ment; lawn putting tournament uston ln the Juvenile parts; Charles
with readings of her own poems and F. A. Kimball at The Highlands re
will return to Maine next week. At
Miss Gladys Strout is at Knox Hos- , tending a clam bake on the shore ol will give during August. She is campfire supper at Lime Island; two Hewett and Hazel Marshall ot RockDr. and Mrs. Harding of Natick,
telling in an informal manner of her turned to Palmer. Mass., yesterday.
baseball games on the hotel diamond;
Grace Green of New York. Mrs
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Gail Sweet- pital where she underwent an opera Penobscot Bay were the Misses Jean spending the summer here with her kicker handicap golf tournaments, I land:
experiences in the field of poetry, lit
Piercy's house guest: John Creighhusband and two sons. Henry III, and
erature and politics.
Mrs. George Gilchrest and Miss land of Framingham. Mass., were tion for appendicitis Thursday.
De Frees, Betty and Kitty and Tod Hunter. Their cruiser the and the semi-weekly dances.
[ ion. Fred Libbv and Oliver Colla
Edna Watts entertained at dinner callers at Mrs M. E. Graves' Wed
more of Thomaston. Irma Fickett of
Other callers on Mrs.
The T. Club had a clambake at Tuesday evening at Miss Watts' home nesday.
Miss Elizabeth Till is visiting
I Rcckland Is acting as prompter and
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Upham, daughters
Glenmere last evening.
ROCKPORT
LIBERTY
in Thomaston. Guests were Mrs Oraves this week were Miss Minnie friends in Swampscott. Mass.
stage manager.
Marion and Helena Upham, Mrs. Ada
Oliver Hills, Mrs. E. R Veazie. Mrs Prescott of Belfast Tuesday, and
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Rowell of
Upham
and
son
Earl,
spent
Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray have Clyde Vining, Mrs Mildred May and Capt. John Leo of Philadelphia
Mrs. Russell Staples entertained at
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Mullen of LuThomaston were in town last week.
NORTH APPLETON
had as guests Cr. and Mrs. Curtis Mrs. William Bunker, of Rockland; Thursday.
cerne-in-Maine were guests of Miss bridge Tuesday evening in honor of at Pemaquid Light.
Guests at the home of Mrs. Ruby
•
•
•
■
Thing and two children of Gorham, Miss Mertie Hemenway of New York;
the birthday anniversary of her
Jennie Ouptill yesterday.
Holt the past week were: Mr and
Miss Clara Meservey of Damari
Mrs. Herbert Philbrook is well on
N. H. Dr. Thing and family are now Mrs. William Cullen, Mrs Leila Smal
Church Notes
brother Harvey Crockett. Guests
Mrs. Waldo Hoit of Portland; Mr. scotta
spent the weekend w’ith her
spending a week at Crescent Beach. ley, Miss Alida Hyler and Miss Belle the road to recovery following a seri
were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Carr of
Baptist Church. Rev. George F Cur and Mrs. Warner. New York; Mr. parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank S.
Miss
Virginia
MeLoon
of
the
ous illness of three weeks duration.
Spruce Head. Ernest Crockett. Doro rier: Morning worship at 11 a. m. and Mrs. A. L. Simpson. Belmont.
Cullen, of Thomaston.
Medical
Cen
’
.cr
in
Jersey
City
is
Meservey.
Miss Esther Nickerson entertained
thy Tolman. Keith Crockett Vere
Mass.; Mr and Mrs. Clarence
Herman Freedman of New York I guest of her aunt Miss Anne Mc Crockett. Ernest Crockett and Mr. with sermon by the pastor, subject, Peavey and Walter Floret. Shawmut
Mrs. Grace Johnson of Damari
Thursday evening on the yacht Emily
"Is the Church Going By on the Other
Miss Lculse Anderson who has been and Los Angeles is guest of Mr. and Laughlin.
in honor of Miss Elzada North who spending the month of July at her
and Mrs. Russell Staples. Ice cream Side of the Road?" taken from the
Miss Phyllis McCurdy is visiting scotta was at her home here Sunday
goes Sunday to Camp Abena for the Rockland home goes tomorrow to Mrs. S. Briggs.
,
Mrs. Myrtle Callinan is spending
Col. and Mrs. Basil H Stinson. and cake were served by the hostess. parable of the Good Samaritan; her sister Mrs. Alfred Amor of semetime
month of August Other guests were New York where she is dietitian at
in Sangerville.
Mr and Mrs. C. R. Wheatlev of church rchool at 10; evening service I Peabody. Mass.
Miss
Helen
McIntosh
and
Mrs
Azora
Jack
Briggs
and
bride
of
Brook

Walter Barstow and Kenneth Lord Mt. S.nai Hospital.
Frank Callinan has been exchang
Mrs.
Lucy
Wing
and
children
have
Rutherford.
N.
J
.
are
visiting
Mrs.
with
sermon,
subject
“
Great
Hymns
Clark
recently
motored
to
Houlton.
lyn, N Y., are in town, receiving
of Washington. D. C.
Frank Priest. Beech street
of the Soul;” Thursday evening returned from a ten day visit in Bel ing work during haying with James
congratulations on their marriage'
Waterman.
prayer service. Miss Helen Dunbar fast and Camden.
Mrs.
Anne
Haskell
of
Belfast
is
Mrs.
H.
O.
Gurdy
was
hostess
to
MissMarion
Weidman
and
guests.
last Christmas. They are guests of
Miss Helen Fuller was hostess to
leader.
Margie Wing ls visiting her sis
Visitors and callers Sunday at the
house
guest
of
Capt.
and
Mrs.
R.
F.
the
Chanty
Club
Thursday
at
lunch

Dr
and
Mrs.
C.
E.
Weidman
of
Mar

Mr Briggs' parent*- Mr. and Mrs.
the Thursday Club At supper and
homp of Bernard Pitman were Mr.
Methodist Church: Regular Sun ter Mrs. Rossiter of Camden.
Saville.
cellus, N. Y.. motored Wednesday to
cards at the Cobb Farm. South Hope. eon. There were 12 covers. Guests S. Briggs. Leland street.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Skidmore and and Mrs J. Asbury Pitman of Salem
were Mrs. Margaret Ames of Brock
Bar Harbor and over the Cadillac day services, church school at 10.
morning worship at 11 with sermon Mrs. Neal Skidmore and childrr.i and Lincolnville; Mrs. Augusta Dyer
Miss Winona Newton is spending Mountain drive.
The Outing Club was charmingly ton. Mass.. Mrs William A. Healey , Mrs. Elvie Curtis had as callers
and granddaughter, Mrs. Lillian
entertained at luncheon Wednesday of Springfield. Mass., Mrs. Delia Sul Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Dion Woolley several weeks with her grandparents
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ralph Blakely and by Rev. F. F Fowle; Rev G. L. Pres motored to Bangor and Ellsworth Thorndike of Camden; Mr. and Mrs.
bv Mrs. Helen Fales at her cottage. livan of Orono, Mrs. Anna Haskell of [ of Mt Vernon, N. Y. and Pleasant Mr. and Mrs. George Davee at their guests. Mr and Mrs. John Green sey of Skowhegan will be the speaker Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. P. O. Baker have re- Benjamin D Chaples and daughter.
Southwest Harbor.
Crescent Beach. Special guests were Belfast, and Misa Gilman ot Medfoid Beach.
Of Chestnut Hill. Pa., were among at the evening service. Trytohelp turneerto Piovidence after spending Mr and Mrs. James D. Morse, and
Mrs. Earl McIntosh, Mrs. William Hillside, Mass. (
those from Rockland. Camden and Club will meet Monday evening at the a few daysfet Buena Vista cottage.
Miss Adna Pitman of Appleton vil
Mrs. Carl Olson and Miss Martha Rockport entertained Thursday by H j home of Mrs. Mildred Rhodes.
Clements of South Thomaston. Mrs.
Supt. of Schools John C. Lund and
• • • •
G. H. Cargill. Dr. W. L. Cargill and lage.
Mrs. William Glendenning Sr. was • family of Newton. Mass., and Miss Dodge of Myrtle street were in B. Bowes on board his yacht the
lou Fales and Miss Esther Nicker
George Fish is cutting the hay on
hostess to the delightful birthday 1 Calista Rov. assistant superintend Vinalhaven Thursday, calling on Barbie Jo. A trip was made to Viral- Carnival-Regatta Plans Progressing family efi P.’ttsfleld spent TTAO1
son.
the Keene farm, also on the farm of
end at their cottage.
party last Sunday evening at her ent of schools, are spending a few friends.
haven where picnic dinner on the
Plans for the Rockport Carnival' Austin Simmons.
Mrs E. L. Scarlott and Mrs Cleve home on Birch street, in honor of weeks at Rose HiU Farm. Crescent
Regatta which have been ip the
shore was enjoyed.
The general public works program
Mr and Mrs. Arthur L. Pitman of
NATIVE OF ROCKLAND
land. Sleeper Jr. gave a bridge lunch her niece, Mrs. R. L. Esslinger (Jo Beach. Since they are all ardent golf
making
for
several
weeks
are
now
Miss Ruth Miller recently enter
Charleston. West Virginia, were re
will
be
a
success
as
s:on
as
the
pub

eon Wednesday at Beach Inn. Lin anna Patterson) of Valley Stream, erlhusiasts they lire enjoying the
cently calling on relatives in town.
Dies In Hudson, Maas., After Fifty tained members of her Sunday school assuming definite shape, with new
colnville, with three tables. Honors Long Island. N. Y.. who is spending course at the Country Club.
class at a picnic at Megunticook Lake. attractions being added daily. Chair- [ lic generally works. — Washington
Years' Absence
Dr. Charles Richardson and sister
were won by Mrs. F. A Tirrell Jr., the summer here.
In the party were Dorothy Burns, man Alton Crone has recently an Poat.
Miss Mary Richardson who are pass
Mrs. C. L. Bailey of Frederick. Md.,
Mr. and Mrs. William W Graves
nounced
that
Donald
McMillan's
Roberta
Holbrook,
Katherine
Annis,
Atwell S. Heath, whose death in
ing the summer in Jefferson were re
Mrs. Everett Munsey and Miss Agnes
Twenty members of Baraca Class of Malden, Mass., arrive tomorrow
Alma Annis. Lois Oliver. Katherine craft, the Bowdoin will be in the
Free—Come in the Frigidaire cent callers on their cousins, J. A.
Flanagan.
and the Methodist parish motored to . to visit Mrs. Graves' father. W L. Hudson, Mass., took place July 14. Simonton. Ruth Oliver. El.zabeth An harbor for the entire three days showroom
A C. MeLoon & Co. in Pitman and B. A. Pitman.
Newcastle Wednesday afternoon and Blackington. and sister. Miss Anne was native of Rockland, his father drew', Elizabeth Lane. Geraldine An With Caul H C. Speed are sixteen the Bicknellofand
get your copy of the
Samuel Heath, a soldier of the 4th
Henry Davidson of Belfast and
Mrs. a Alton Palmer. Mrs. A J were delightfully entertained by Capt. B. Blacklngton. at The Highlands.
boys
and
young
men.
several
ol
nis.
Phyllis
Crockett.
Helen
Cripps.
Frigidaire "Key to Meal Planning" Mrs. Blanche Davidson and Miss
Maine Rgt. The family was we’l
Murray, Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence of and Mrs. Elmore Strout at their new
whem
will
be
entered
in
the
swlmplus a ticket which may entitle you Adna Pitman ot Appleton were visit
Miss Carolvn Clifford of Belfast known here and active in the affairs Leneda Fowle, Mary Veazie and Miss ming contests Thursday afternoon.
Aurora . N V and Rockland, and home, which is located in a beauti
to an automobile vacuum cleaner ors one day last week at Mrs Ada
of the First Baptist Church. Young Miller.
Miss Gladys Blethen. motored to ful spot, with gardens and attractive is guest of Miss Nathalie Jones.
Through
the
efforts
of
Congress

free.—adv.
I Conant's.
Heath removed to Massachusetts
Mrs. Doris Flowers and children of
Lakewood Thursday, calling on rela grounds. Capt Strout took several
man
Moran
lt
is
hoped
to
have
the
Mrs. Ralph Curtis, Mrs Harold some fifty years ago. and had made Camden are spending the week in U. S Cruiser Indianapolis over from |
tives and friends in Waterville and of the guests on short auto rides to
Pittsfield.
see the surrounding country. Sup Thomas and daughter Ruth have many visits to friends and scenes in town with relatives.
Bar Harbor for a part or all of the
The midsummer fair of the Metho j time. It is also expected that Gov
per tables were set up in the big barn. returned from the White Mountains, this his boyhood home. The Hudson
MON.
News-Enterprise
of
July
20
printed
Miss Helen Orbeton of Bangor is Mrs. Strout supplementing the basket stopping enroute to visit in Old
dist Ladies' Aid at the vestry proved ernor Brann. Rudy Vallee and Gene
the following:
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Har lunches with si hearty dish, water Orchard and Portland.
TUES
even more succes.ful than had been Tunney will be present Saturday
There’s Nothing
Atwell S. Heath, 79. one of the most anticipated. Among the patrons were
riet Orbeton, Chestnut street.
melon and hot coffee. Capt. and
WED.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard are popular of the older residents of the many members of the summer colony, evening. An invitation has been ex
Mrs. Strout's fine hospitality was
to Compare it to
Miss Ann Ward who has been in much appreciated.
opening their summer home. Shore- town and widely known in I.O.OF and before the afternoon was spent tended them to serve as judges In
the
illuminated
boat
parade
t.o
be
circles,
died
at
hls
home
on
Church
the employ of the G. A. Lawrence
land, at Ingraham Hill for the sea
nearly every article on display had
...NOT EVEN
street. Hudson,, early Friday morn been sold. Those in charge of tables held at that time. This event, last
Co. has returned to her home in
Mrs. Almon B Cooper and sons son.
ing; from the results of a paralytic were: Food, Gertrude Havener. Me year considered the most beautiful
Biddeford for tiie remainder of the Almon and Douglass spent yesterday
of its kind ever witnessed, is ex
Miss Marion Healey returned to shock, suffered a week ago.
summer.
dora Berry. Lou Richards; novelties,
In Bangor the guests of friends.
Mr. Heath was bom ln Rockland. Stella Simonton, Mattle Russell; ice pected to prove even more so this
Springfield. Mass., this morning, at
t.he completion of her three weeks' Me., and attended schools there cream. Annie Spear. Maud Davis; year as a larger number of local and
Philip Tower and William Tower
cf Boston are expected to arrive to . Misses Viola Joy and Evelyn Morse, vacation from the Springfield Pub Before coming to Hudson, thirty candy, Orra Burns. Amy Miller; mys ‘ummer yachts are to be entered,
day to Join their aunt. Miss Ellen accompanied by Billy Bicknell, have lic Library. Numerous parties were years ago, he lived in Boston. Spen teries. Carrie Grey; miscellaneous, Prizes will be given for the most at
been at the Bicknell camp, Alford’s given in her honor during the Rock cer. and Easton. Pa He followed
tractive and most unique decoraTower, at the Samoset.
Vellle Simmons; hot dogs, Addie
Lake, for a tew days.
shoe-making all his life, up until Wentworth. Nana Wentworth. Mrs. t'ons. L. True Spear is in charge of
land visit.
three years ago, when he was ap Linthel Lane, president of the organi this particular feature of the cele
Percy Merrifield who has been with
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Glover and
Leo Harrington of the Mt. Pleas pointed caretaker of the Linden zation. was in charge of the entire bration.
his family at the home of Mr. and
The harbor will present a colorful
Mrs I. Leslie Cress returns to Som son Frederick of Orono will be week ant House, Jefferson. Mass., and Rcv. street school building, which position .affair.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. John J. O'Leary. D.D.. of Boston, he held until he retired last year.
scene with its many thousands col
erville, Mass, tomorrow.
Warren
Oliver
has
returned
to
West
Gurdy, Masonic street.
ored lights strung along the water
who have been spending the weex
Mr. Heath's fraternal affiliations
Mr. and Mrs Albert Gould of Pasawith Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Harring were all centered in the Odd Fellows Newton, Mass . after spending a week front. Delmont Ballard ln charge
with
his
family
who
are
summering
Miss
Ellen
J.
Cochran
is
visiting
of the water events announces con
and organ'z itions connected with
de»a. Calif . arrived by motor Thurs
ton have returned.
them. He gave a great deal of his at The Birches, on Beauchamp tests as follows: Canoeing, doubles
day to visit Mrs. S. A. Oould of Mt. relatives in Blue Hill.
250 yds. (senior)' men; 150 yds.
The annual picnic of the Junior time to this work, was able tc conduct avenue.
Vernon, N. Y., at Pleasant Beach.
Miss Carrie W. Prescott of Dor Harmony Club was held Wednesday at any office in the lodge most efficient
About 40 members of the Trytohelp (senior) women; 200 yds. (interme
Mr. and Mrs. E. F Glover have had chester. is the guest of Mrs. Carl Cas- the Flint cottage. Holiday Beach, ly and was repaid by the fine frater Club, Baptist Ladies' Circle and in diate) boys; canoe tilting; swimming,
as guests Mrs. Alice Cole McLaughlin sens, Camden street.
with Mrs. Leola Noyes as hostess. nal spirit shown to him by his c'.ub vited guests were delightfully enter both girLs and boys—25 yd. dash (Mid
and Miss Doris Uppercue, of Wash
There were 16 members present, en associates. He was a member of tained by Mrs. Diana Pitts Monday gets); 25 yd. breast stroke. Juniors:
Twenty-eight members of Fales joying a wienie roast, lunch on the Vandcrveer Lodge. I.O.OF., of Easton. evening at the home of her mother 25 yd. back stroke, intermediates;
ington, D. C.
Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R, and shore, swimming and games. Trans Pa., and although never atfi'iated, Mrs. Josephine Wall The outstand 50 yd. dash, juniors; 50 yd. breast
George Kneeland of Sherman was guests, recently had an enjoyable portation was provided by the Grif Hudson lodge was as dear to him as ing feature of the evening's program stroke, intermediates; 50 yd. dash,
overnight guest Wednesday of hls outing at the home of Mrs. Marcia fin, Oatti, Ludwick and Noyes cars
hls own; he attended meetings regu waa a talk by Mrs. Pilts on her re intermediates; 50 yd back s', oke,
daughter, Mrs. Lena K. Sargent, at Green, Owl’s Head. In the afternoon
larly and worked tirelessly in its be cent trip abroad. It wa; told ln a -eniors; 50 yd breast stroke, seniors:
there were three tables of ’63," with ’ Mrs. Henrv V. Lurvey pnd daugh half. Two years ago he received a highly Interesting manner and the men—50 yd. dash, seniors special;
Crescent Beach.
honors falling to Col. F. S. Philbrick. ter. Mies Saxon Lurvey. went to Jewel for being a member ol tne order different scenes and experiences were 50 yd. back stroke; 200 yd. swim;
The Scribblers Club meets Mon Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of Camden, and Southwest Harbor Tuesday, Mrs. for fifty years. He was a past ncble so clearly depicted that at the close women—50 yd. dash, 100 yd. swim.
day afternoon with Mrs. Irene S. Mo Mrs. George Everett. Fish chowder Lurvey to visit relatives and Miss gland of the flrst and second degrees those hearing her felt a'most that There will also be fancy dives by
ran, Chestnut street. Members are was furnished by the hostess (or thV Lurvey to be employed at the Ocean and high priest of the third degree. they too had made thc trip. A trio. both men and women.
asked to notify the hostess whether picnic supper. After a short business House for the remainder of the sum He also belonged to King Saul En Mrs. Christine Currier. Mrs. Mildred
Several Interesting acts of vaude
meeting cards were again in order— mer. Mrs. Lurvey returns tonight.
or not they can temain for supper.
campment. He will always be re Rhodes and Mis; Mary Brann sang ville will be presented Thursday
With WARREN WILLIAM,
one of bridge, one of plain whist and
membered by his great number of several of the selections which Mrs. evening, among them Tessie the
Miss Carrie Fields gave a 1 o'clock three of "63." Prizewinners were
An all-day picnic party was given friends for his congeniality and Jovial Pitts referred to as being fiequently Typist, of Radio fame, which will be
ALINE MacMAHON,
luncheon andi bridge Thursday aO Ralph Everett, Mrs. Mary Sistaire,, at Crockett’s Beach, Ash Point. Tues nature.
heard on hcr tour through Italy. a strong drawing card as everyone
Mrs
Priscilla
Smith,
Mrs
Mary
Rog

JOAN
BLONDELL,
the Country Club, with 30 guests,
day, honoring Mrs. A. Bruce Higgs
Besides his wife, Mrs. Elzina Jane Among those were O-Sole Mio and will want to see Tessle. Friday after-1
among whom were these from out of ers and Mrs. Rose Smith of Camden. and daughter, Lucille, of Chicago i Fish i Heath whom he married fifty- Santa Lucia Mrs. Pitts' daughter neon’s program will feature the [
RUBY KEELER, GINGER
town—Mrs. Carroll Besse of Swamp Mrs. Ann Alden was the recipient of Those present were Mrs. L. N. Ben three years ago, seven chlldrcn sur Josephine, aged eight, opened the children, a pajama parade for chil- ,
scott, Mass , Mrs. Gordon Freeland a special gift in the afternoon. An ner, son Winfield and daughter Le- vive: Mrs. Mabel E., Rudolph, of program with three piano numbers. dren under 12 years of age. and a
ROGERS, DICK POWELL,
of New York, Mrs. Ernest Eldred of enjoyable feature was viewing the atrlce; Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and Easton. Pa.; Mrs. Edith Chesmore, of Sandwiches, cake and punch were Mutt parade for boys and girls with
gardens
and
pigeons
which
Mr
GUY KIBBEE
Boston, Miss Madeline Bird of Tren
daughters Madeline and Norma; Mrs. Holliston; Miss Grace Heath, of served by the hostess.
thelr puppies. Friday evening, beton, N J., Miss Marian Healey of Green cares for with particular at Carl A. Chrlstofferson and daughters Framingham; Irving E„ of Nashua,
Rev. and Mrs. G F. Currier and "ides vaudeville acts there will be a
to
name only a fewl
tention.
Special
guests
were
past
de

Springfield,. Mass., Mrs. Sumner
Sylvia and Elaine; and Mrs. Brom N. H.; Arthur S., of Methuen; and children Charles and Thedessa Weed grand display of fireworks. Satur
Pattee of Belfast. Mrg. Standish partment president, Mrs. Emma Oan- ley and daughter Margaret, of Cam Pearley E., and Leslie A., of Hudson. will leave Wednesday for Corlnna day afternoon the outboard motor
And of course (hole adorable chorvi
Perry, Mrs. Harold Jameson, Mrs. nett of Augusta: department presi den.
Funeral services were held from where the latter will remain with beat regatta will take place under
beauliei ol "42nd Street" .. . with
Eugene Rich, Mrs. Nerita Wight and dent, Mrs. Lillian Lincoln of Camden;
hls late home, Sunday afternoon, at relatives while Mr. and Mrs Currier the direction of Frank J. McDonnell,
many more added . . . dancing to
and
Mrs.
Rose
Smith
and
Mrs.
Roxie
Mrs. Harold Allen, of Camden. Gar
A
class
In
hand
knitting
and
cro

2.30
o'clock;
Rev.
Spurgeon'M.
Hlrtlc.
are on a month's vacation, thc great three classes being entered Class A,
America's 5 new hit tonetl
den and cut flowers formed artistic Whitehouse, members of Joel Keyes cheting starts Monday at the Senter pastor of Federated Church, officiat er part of which will be spent In Class B and free-for-all. This is
table and room decorations. Card Circle of Camden The next meet Crane store under supervision of ed; Mrs. Carrie E. Hancox and Ash Trenton, N. J.
NOW SHOWING
one of Vie races that counts for the
honors were won by Mrs Rich, Mrs. ing will be at the home of Mrs. Miss Pearson, featuring Bear Brand ley C. Eddy sang. Burial was in
"SILK EXPRESS"
Dr. Howard A. Tribou. Commander Gannett trophy. The carnival will
Priscilla
Smith,
160
Pleasant
street,
Wight, Mrs. James O’Hara, Mrs. Ev
yarns.—adv.
with
Forestvale cemetery, under direction U.S.N., who has been visiting his be brought to a close Saturday night
erett Munsey and Mrs. F. A. Tir- Aug. 23.
NEIL HAMILTON
of Undertaker George F. Allen. A mother Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou, left with the boat parade
rell Jr.
A grand prize to be given each
Stover's Pride Flour—"The Flour delegation from Hudson lodge con Friday morning for Boston enroute
There will be a special showing
88-90. ducted the Odd Fellows' burial serv to Washington, D. C . where he will night, a round-l.-ip ticket to the
Matinees 2 pm. Ev’g, G.45-8.45
If cutting down your automobile In and sale of Marinette Knit suits and the Best Cooks Use."
ice. Bearers were Roland Wright. be stationed for an indefinite period. World's Fair at Chicago with an al
dresses. New fall models at Fuller■
•
Continuous Saturday
surance ls of interest to you, phone Cobb-Davls. Thursday Aug. 3, sec
N. G.; Ernest Wilson, P. O.; Louis
R E. Gage and family of New York ternate prize of cash. Aug. 10, 11
No tax this week on flours bought Peel, P. G.; Winthrop Learned, V. G. are occupying The Pines at Ballard and 12, will be outstanding days ln
2.00 r. M. TO 10.30 P. M.
10G0-J; Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic ond floor. Special orders taken —
at Stover’s. Buy today.
88-90 Eugene Hall and Jerrie Dupree.
Park.
the history of Rockport.
J
Temple, Rockland.
27-S-tf
adv.
90-91

42nd

STREET!"
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a rosette of leaves at its base, while by Wordsworth and Shakrspcare. LITTLE FOLKS AT PLAY
the lily-of-the-fleld has slender, But it is not so with the orchid. I
grasslike leaves. Both nodding ladles' wish that Emily Dickenson had given
tresses (Oyrostachys cernus) and her interpretation of this flower, for Here Are Some Hints About
Slender
ladies' tresses (G. gracilis) she makes us "look at Nature with
An Outdoor Nursery For
Knox County Lover# Of the Beautiful Flower Should Find are sweet-scented.
I have come larger, other eves than our own."
One
does
not
soon
forget
lines
like
across
both
of
them
as
late
in
the
Their
Welfare
Them All About Us
year as October, the smaller species these of hers:
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
on dry, hilly ground.
An outdoor nurserv where the lit
She sweep* with many-colored brooms,1
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
We have several varieties of
And leaves the shreds behind;
[BY
ELSIE
M.
LANE)
»
tle folks may play and breathe fresh
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
orclflds with small pinkish blossoms. Oh. housewife In the .veiling west.
air to their heart’s edntent goes a
Come back, and dust the popdt
I Miss Lane writes from her home out the summer from Nova Scotia Learning of its watery habitat,
long way toward making them
I
have
searched
the
cranberry
bogs
You
dropped
a
purple
ravelling
ln.
to
Georgia.
It
has
a
reputation
of
in Rockport: “The Gjay Memorial
You dropped an amber thread;
happy during the summer months.
Jigging mackerel and are getting some
Botanical Association, a national or being rare—you can all guess why at Marshall Island for Arethusa (Are- And
Portland Head
now
you've
littered
all
the
East
The smallest of spaces will serve
ganization of which I am the rep Again those bogs we must wade thusa bulbosa). Perhaps the season
With duds ot emerald!
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Kinney of St. fine fish.
• * • •
resentative from Maine, has re through! But there are large colo was too late, and possibly the
this purpose, but lt should be fitted
Oeorge visited F. O Hilt and family
marshes
are
salt
from
the
ocean
And
still
she
piles
her
spotted
brooms.
quested its members to make a studv nies of these flowers for one who is
Two Bush
lor the children's use, where they
And
still
the
aprons
fly.
Sunday.
spray;
but
I
do
not
believe
that
Are

of orchids. I am submitting to The drehid fiend enough not to mind
Till brooms fade softly Into stars—
Keeper and Mrs Harry Smith have
may enjoy games and toys without
thusa
grows
there.
Similar
to
this
r. T. Sterling and W R. Hilt were
Courier-Gazette the article en being scratched with briers or mired
And then I come away.
at Peabbles Cove Wednesday evening received news that their son Roger
fear of interference from their
in a swamp. Thc first impulse would flower are rose pogonia (Pogonia
titled
“
Our
Wild
Orchids."
which
is.
calling on friends They brought back has been operated upon for appendi
elders. believes Edna M Cobb, home
be to pick an armful of the flowers. ophioglossoides) and calopogon or
MOTHERS WERE PRESENT
with
a
few
changes,
to
be
my
contri

citis in the Stamford, (Conn.) hos
management specialist (or the ex
some gorgeous roses.
bution to the October bulletin of the But refrain from plucking them grass pink (Llmodorum tuberosum>
ruthlessly, if you will; else the known as the "bearded flower." all The Clark Island 8. S. Teachers tension service, who offers me fol
Mr. and Mrs. L. O Goff of West pital.
botanical club."—Ed.l
Samuel Batty's hand is almost
of
these
associating
with
the
cran

Present a Cradle Roll Entertain lowing suggestions:
brook callcd on the Hilts Saturday healed after badly cutting it two weeks
New England has about sixty showy lady's slipper mav revenge it
“It is a good plan to have a low
ment
species of wild orchids; vet who but self upon you in much the same way berry.
evening.
• • • •
ago.
fence encircling thc children's do
a botanist has seen more than a as does poison ivy.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow and sons
Monday,
the
Clark
Island
Sunday
There are black sheep in most
main. Such a fence should be low
There is a legend ot the Indians
dozen kinds? It mav be that we are
, School teachers entertained thc,
Byron and Richard °t
,^r ,sUnd Thoroughfare
blind to orchids and trample them that, when they did their nightly families; and. ln the orchid family, mothers of the newly formed cradle and above all strong since climbing
guests of Mrs. Thayer SterlingTnurs-,
. .....
unawares as we pass niong some wooing, the whip-poor-wills took they are the coral-roots (Carallor- roll. Members of the nursery class upon it will be gcod fun for the
day afternoon and evening last week
Mrs. Bessie Dunham and little SM
„ „ .
«, —
Allan spent the night of July 19 at
fleld or meadow.
We might find their choice of these flowers, pink, hiza). which have fallen from grace , (three to four years) and mother, children.
J°hn S MRubm^?,rrt.vTiffhtf and thts station. We enjoyed thetr visit
"Within the fenced domain many
more
of
these
flowers
than we do yellow, and white for Use as mocca to become saprophytes, sucking thelr were also invited. The program
The
‘
-uncle**
who
ha*
been
long
Redstone. N. H . Saturday night and very much
sins; hence the names, “whip-poor- nutrition from the decaying matter was tn charge of Mrs. Elizabeth amusements may be planned. A
much.
however,
were
it
not
for
a
way
many
is visiting his aunt Mrs. F. O. Hilt. i Mrs Frances C. Murphy and daugh - talked about by Firechlef Ed
swing may be a part of the equip
of them have of hiding in deep, will's shoes" and "moccasin flowers." of dead plants as do Indian pipes in
Robert Sterling. Jr., and chums ter Alice are going to town to visit Wynn, may be heard every Tues tangled woods and secluded swamps They are also called "priest’s shoes." the company of which they are often Caven. superintendent of the cradle ment. This may be hung from a
roll:
Piano
duet.
Mrs.
Ada
Simpson.
day evening on the Texaco radio
from Peaks Island came up in a mo- Mrs. Bessie Dunham
which look rather forbidding to “our lady's sabot." and “Venus' found. As a consequence of their Mrs. Elizabeth Caven; hymn. Rock stout limb or if none is available, it
parasitic habits, they have lost their
may be supported by two strong
tor boat Wednesday morning visiting
Mr and Mrs Reynolds and little program over a eoaat • to - coaat most of us. It seems to me that an shoe.”
• • • •
green coloring or chlorophyll. They of Ages; scripture reading. Mis, timbers set upright and connected
at the Light an hour or so before daughter and son of Media, Penn- hookup. The uncle le Taylor I ideal place to bearch for, orchids
have a large range extending from McKnight; address. "Heritage of the with a cress bar. The distance be
returning to the island. The boys arrived July 23 for two weeks at Holmee, veteran actor and come- «| would be “The Bog.” known to a
I Child." Mrs. Hope Brewster of Rock
Most of us. when children, ha it
are making the most of vacation days. Avery's Harbor*. West Stonington
dlan.
,
large number of people through j seen a bee imprisoned in “my lady's Nova Scotia west to British Colum land; presentation of cradle roll tween the ground and little swing
• • • »
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling and
Adelia Veazies delightful accounts s’.'pper." Insects of various kinds bia and south to Florida and Cali certificates by the superintendent; ing feet should not be far so that no
harm will come from a tumble.
•
daughter Nancy of Peaks Island visit
of its flowers in her “Rambles are attracted by the fragrance or the fornia.
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Recommendations as the requireThere is only one type of body construction which
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The yellow lady's slipper <Cywishes to the administration. You've further reports from persons en Battery F.
builds: That’s the type which every test —and every experiment —and
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8mlth,
E
got to look after yourselves. In the gaged in the lobster fishing Industry Baum 2. Struck out, by Stimpson 8 pripedium pubescens) I have seen
every experience has proved to be the safest, strongest, and best.
pas*, there have been several defects of statistical Information and keep by Perrv 5. by Keefe 1. Hit by pitch mowing only in wild-flower gardens.
ln the fishermen's efforts; they hav>- ing of uniform accounts as may be er, by Stimpson. Keefe, Libby Um One of mv students, on returning
Not steel alone, because steel alone is not enough. But a Fisher body
'com a trin to the Berkshires. said
failed to organize and have seemed required to secure the proper obser- pires, Smalley and Felt.
of steel reinforced by hardwood! The same kind of construction used
that
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considered
her
“
happiest
to make up their minds Individually | vance of the code and promote the
find" to be the yellow moccasin
You must expect to accommodate | proper balancing of production and
on practically all the highest-priced cars in America.
to a group and find a basis upon \ consumption and the stabilization of purpose of investigating and Inform flower, and she transplanted it to
which you can all agree. It is bet- the industry.
ing the Administrator on behajf o! her own garden/ The following
Chevrolet well knows that steel alone has one distinct advantage: it's
ter to agree upon something you
Recommendations for the making the lobster fishing industry as to spring she was rewarded with a
cheaper. Steel also is strong—up to a certain point. BUT—beyond
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from
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don't believe rather than to not of requirements by the Administra the importation of competitive
that point, steel alone will bend and crumple under severe stress or
agree."
I tor as to practices by persons en- articles into the United S’.ates ir. once lived among the mountains.
I have never known of anyone,
Commissloner Crie then presented ' gaged in the lohster fishing Industry substantial quantities or increasing
shock. It takes the strength and supporting solidity of a hardwood
a code which was patterned afteran-| as to methods and conditions of trad- ratio to domestic production on such excepting a florist, who has been
reinforcement to give you the full protection and full satisfaction you
other industrial code, and which ing, the naming and reporting of terms or under such condi’.'ons as to successful In transplanting any
tentatively named 23 cents a pound . prices which may be appropriate to render ineffective or seriously to en orchid but the yellow lady's slipper.
want in a motor car body today.
as the minimum price for lobsters, avoid discrimination, to promote the danger the maintenance of this code A woman of my acquaintance spaded
based on a production co6t estimated i stabilization of the Industry, to pre- and as an agency for making com up a rattlesnake plantain, which she
If you’re thinking of buying a new low-priced car, better watch this
at 18 cents a pound.
, vent and eliminate unfair and de- plaint to the President on behalf of placed ln a rich soil of her garden.
matter of bodies, and watch it carefully. Insist on steel reinforced by
The more important sections of structive competitive prices and the lobster fishing Industry, under It came up the second year, but
the proposed code are here pub- practices.
t.he provisions of the National In roon shriveled and died. And even
hardwood! Fortunately, the only low-priced car with this preferred
lished verbatim:
, Recommendations for dealing with dustrial Recovery Act, with respect King Solomon, who sent far and
type of body is also the only car with a proven valve-in-head six; with
wide for specimens for his gardens,
* * * *
any Inequalities that mav other- thereto.
gives no evidence that orchids would
Fisher Ventilation; Cushion-Balanced Power; a Starterator. That car is
Definitlons: The term "lobster J wise arise to endanger thc stability
groty for him when taken from
fishing Industry" as used herein is ] of the industry. The cost of producChevrolet—America’s most economical automobile.
"Every fisherman has got to have thelr native haunts; yet there were
defined to mean the catching of lob- t.ion is approximately 18 cents per
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thousand
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from
which
a
license,
”
said
Representative
sters The term “fishermen" as used ' pound. The term “cost" as used
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to make his choice. As mentioned
herein shall include all persons en- herein refers to lobster traps, bait, Moran.
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belong
to
the
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Crie
commenting
gaged in thc conduct of such opera- J gasoline, and depreciation of equiptions The term “Productive" as . ment. used in the lobster fishing upon the matter of fishermen mak "wets;" and Solomon might have
used herein is defined to mean "lob- , Such recommendations, when ap- ing reports, said this idea had not been aware that he must work over
sters produced.” The term, "effec- proved by the Administrator shall proved popular at flrst. as the fish time his elaborate Irrigation system,
if he were to raise them in an arid
tive date" as used herein is defined . have the same force and effect as ermen were suspicious.
The flrst step ln the matter of or country like Palestine.
te be Sept 1. 1933. or if this code any other provisions of this code,
The largest of the moccasin flowers
shall not have been approved by the ( Such agency is also set up to co- ganization in each regional meet
Presldent two weeks prior thereto i operate with the Administrator in ing is to elect an executive commit is the showy lady's slipper (Cypripethen the second Monday after such1 making investigations as to the tee of three members. Knox County dium reginae). which has splashes
approval
functioning and observance of any presented Leslie Wilson of Crie- of purplish pink over a white sac
On and after the effective dale., of the provisions of this code, at Its i haven and Lincoln Count.y present One writer states that it looks as
the minimum price that shall be ! own instance or on complaint, by ed Vernon Bryan of Round Pond. though wine has overflowed its cud
h. Flint. Michi^an. Special
paid to the fishermen shall be at thc , any person affected, and to report Waldo County was not represented, and trickled down the sides. We
eitra
easy O M 4
and a committeeman will bp named may yet find this orchid during the
rate of 23 cents per pound.
the same to the Administrator.
4 Uaneral Motors Valua.
season of 1933. for it blooms through
With a view to keeping the Prcsl- , Such agency is also set up lor the by Conunissioper Crie.
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